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Abstract. Process mining aims at obtaining information about processes by analysing
their past executions in event logs, event streams, or databases. Discovering a process
model from a finite amount of event data thereby has to correctly infer infinitely many
unseen behaviours. Thereby, many process discovery techniques leverage abstractions
on the finite event data to infer and preserve behavioural information of the underlying
process. However, the fundamental information preserving properties of these abstrac-
tions are not well understood yet. In this paper, we study the information preserving
properties of the “directly follows” abstraction and its limitations. We overcome these
by proposing and studying two new abstractions which preserve even more informa-
tion in the form of finite graphs. We then show how and characterise when process
behaviour can be unambiguously recovered through characteristic footprints in these
abstractions. Our characterisation defines large classes of practically relevant processes
covering various complex process patterns. We prove that the information and the
footprints preserved in the abstractions suffice to unambiguously rediscover the exact
process model from a finite event log. Furthermore, we show that all three abstrac-
tions are relevant in practice to infer process models from event logs and outline the
implications on process mining techniques.

Keywords: process mining, information preservation, language abstraction, model
abstraction, rediscoverability, directly follows, minimum self-distance, inclusive choice

1. Introduction

Process mining comprises methods and techniques for understanding possibly
unknown processes from recorded events. Input to process mining is usually
an event log containing sequences of events that describe activity occurrences
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Figure 1. Illustration of the context of process discovery with an abstraction
function α.
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(c) Directly follows abstraction.

Figure 2. Two process models in BPMN [26], (a) and (b), with a different lan-
guage but the same directly follows abstraction (c).

observed in the past. An event log is always a finite sample of the possibly infinite
behaviour of the underlying process. Process discovery has the aim of learning a
process model that can describe the behaviour of this unknown process [1].

Process discovery is typically studied in terms of formal languages as illus-
trated in Figure 1: process S has unknown behaviour LpSq from which some
process executions are recorded in a log L � LpSq - a finite language over a
set of activities. A process discovery algorithm then shall infer from finite L the
remaining, infinite, unobserved behaviour of S and encode them in a model M
describing possible process executions as language LpMq. Ideally, the discovered
model M describes precisely the behaviour of the underlying process S, that is,
LpMq � LpSq. In practice, the underlying process S is unknown, so finding the
“right” model M is often seen as a pareto-optimisation problem between fitness
(maximise L X LpMq), precision (minimise LpMqzL), generalisation (maximise
behaviour not seen in L but likely to occur in the future), and simplicity of M [9].

Information preservation in process discovery. In many time-efficient dis-
covery algorithms [2, 7, 18, 4], a function α first abstracts the known behaviour
seen in L into abstract behavioural information B � αpLq on the activities recor-
ded in L, thereby generalising from the sample L. Common abstractions are the
“directly follows” [2] and “eventually follows” [7] relations and their variants [40],
and “behavioural profiles” [27] that also include “conflict” and “concurrency”.
The discovery algorithm then synthesises a model M � γpBq from B using a
concretisation function γ, after optionally processing B [19, 7, 3], thereby inter-
preting information in abstraction B.

This renders the abstraction central to information preservation and infer-
ence. If for two logs (two different samples) Lx and Ly, the abstraction yields
αpLxq � αpLyq, then any discovery algorithm using α will return the same
model γpαpLxqq � γpαpLyqq, even if Lx and Ly come from different processes.
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For example, the two different processes in figures 2a and 2b may yield logs
L1 � txa, b, cy, xa, c, byu and L2 � txa, b, cy, xa, c, by, xa, by, xa, cyu both having the
same directly follows abstraction shown in Figure 2c. The directly follows ab-
straction is not preserving all information of Figures 2a and 2b, and any discovery
algorithm working with this abstraction alone cannot distinguish these logs.

Beyond event logs, stream process discovery techniques require information-
preserving abstraction functions to retain information from event streams in
a memory-efficient representation [46], and event databases use indexes based
on abstractions [35] to efficiently discover models from very large event data
sets [36]. This importance of α gives rise to two questions:

– When does α extract the “right” behavioural information about the underlying
process S so that γ can use this information to obtain the “right” model, M ,
with LpSq � LpMq.

– What information from a log has to be used and stored in a finite abstraction
α to allow inferring the “right” model M?

State of the Art. Although considerable progress has been made in recent
years by using different abstraction and concretisation functions in process dis-
covery, more complex behaviour can still not be accurately discovered from event
data [38, 3]. At the same time, the inherent information-preserving properties
of the used abstractions have received considerable less attention. That is, the
class of models that can be (re-)discovered has been precisely characterised for
specific algorithms [2, 5, 24, 43, 41, 42, 44, 14], however a systematic study into
the information preserved by the abstractions that these algorithms use has not
been performed.

Information preservation and recovery for behavioural profiles independent of
the alpha-algorithm is only known for acyclic processes, while behavioural pro-
files cannot preserve information of regular languages in general [27]. Information
preserving “footprints” of directly follows abstraction have been studied [18, 20]
and used in multiple discovery algorithms [18, 4] for basic process operators.
No existing study considers information preservation in abstractions for prac-
tically relevant and frequent process patterns such as unobservable skip paths,
interleaving or the inclusive gateways of Figure 2b.

Contribution. In this paper, we study how and under which circumstances
event data abstractions preserve behavioural information in a way that allows to
unambiguously recover basic and complex process patterns for process discov-
ery. Specifically, we consider sequence, exclusive choice (split/join), structured
loops, concurrency (split/join), critical section and inclusive choice (split/join),
and unobservable paths for skipping [32]. The last three patterns have not been
studied before systematically in process mining.

In Section 2 we expose the problem in more detail against related work and
we contribute a framework to systematically investigate whether for a specific
class C of languages (that are generated by process models having a particular
set of operators), we can define an abstraction function α that can abstract
any language to a finite representation and is injective: αpL1q � αpL2q implies
L1 � L2 (for languages L1 and L2), or αpLpM1qq � αpLpM2qq implies LpM1q �
LpM2q. In these cases, discovering γpαpL1qq � γpαpL2qq is correct. Central to our
proof is the definition of footprints that allow to precisely recover behavioural
information from an abstraction. As the problem has no general solution, even on
regular languages [27], we restrict ourselves to languages that can be described
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syntactically by the relevant subclass of block-structured process models in which
each activity is represented at most once (that is, no duplicate activities), which
we explain in Section 3.

We then use our framework to consolidate previous results on the inform-
ation preserving properties and to sharply characterise the limitations of the
well-known directly follows abstraction αdfg in Section 5. To overcome these
limitations, we then propose and study two new abstractions: the minimum self-
distance abstraction and its footprints discussed in Section 6 preserves informa-
tion about loops in the context of concurrency and our results close a gap left in
earlier works [18]. The concurrent-optional-or abstraction discussed in Section 7
preserves information about optional behaviour and we are the first to show that
unobservable paths for skipping and inclusive choices are preserved and can be
recovered from footprints in finite abstractions of languages, and hence event
logs. The operational nature of the footprints allows to apply them in process
discovery algorithms. We report on experiments showing the practical relevance
and applicability of these information preserving abstractions for process discov-
ery on real-life event logs in Section 8. Further, we discuss practical implications
of our results on process mining research, mining from streams, and index design
for event databases in Section 9.

2. Background, Problem Exposition, and Research
Framework

We first discuss existing abstractions of processes and their applications. We
then work out the research problem of information preservation in behavioural
abstractions and propose a framework to research this problem systematically.

Background. Behavioural abstractions of process behaviour have been studied
previously, generally with the aim to obtain a finite representation structure for
reasoning about and comparing process behaviours. The directly follows graph
(DFG) or Transition-adjacency relations [2, 47, 18] is derived from behaviour (a
language or log) and relates two activities ’A’ and ’B’ if and only if ’A’ can be
directly followed by ’B’; this relation can be enriched with arc weights (based
on frequency of observed behaviour) [19] or semantic information from external
sources [34]. Causal footprints [12] abstract model structures to graphs where
multi-edges between activities (visible process steps) represent ’and’ (concurrent)
and ’xor’ (exclusive choice) pre- and post-dependencies between activities. Beha-
vioural profiles (BPs) [27] derived from behaviour or models combine DFGs and
causal footprints by providing binary relations for directly-following, concurrent,
and conflicting (mutually exclusive) activities. Further binary relations between
activities can be defined to preserve more subtle aspects of concurrency [29].
Principal transition sequences abstract behaviour as a truncated execution tree
of the model that contains all acyclic executions and truncates repetitions and
unbounded behaviour [37].

Most behavioural abstractions have been used to measure similarity between
process models [6]; BPs [15] and abstraction in [34] preserve more information
and allow to define a metric space in order to perform searches in process model
collections. In this context also non-behaviour preserving abstractions have been
studied, such as projections to ‘relevant’ subsequences [16] and isotactics for
preserving concurrency of user-defined sets of activities in true-concurrency se-
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mantics [30]. BPs have also been used to propagate changes in behaviour in
process model collections to other related process models [39]. Various sets of
binary relations in BPs give rise to implications between relations structured
along a lattice, allowing to reason within the abstractions [29, 20]. Most pro-
cess discovery techniques use BPs or DFGs in several variations to abstract and
generalise behavioural information from event logs [2, 7, 45, 18, 4].

Information preservation for BPs has been studied in various ways. Aalst
et al. [2] characterise the rediscoverable models S where from a “complete”
log L � LpSq the discovered model M describes the same process executions:
LpMq � LpSq. Their proof (1) sufficiently characterises the rediscoverable model
structures that remain distinguished under abstraction α into BPs, and (2) shows
that the model synthesis γ step of the alpha-algorithm reconstructs the original
model. Badouel et al. [5] also provide necessary conditions. While the alpha-
algorithm preserves complex structures including non-free choice constructs, be-
haviour such as unobservable steps, inclusive choices or interleaving are not pre-
served, and information is only preserved under the absence of deviations or
noise [38]. Furthermore, the characterisation and proofs are tied to the alpha-
algorithm and cannot be applied to other contexts and discovery algorithms. In-
dependent of an algorithm, BPs are not expressive enough to preserve even trace
equivalence for any general class of behaviour (within regular languages) [27].
BPs preserve behaviour for acyclic, unlabelled models, i.e., where each activity
in the model is observable and distinct from all other activities [27, 33]. For
cyclic models, only for unlabelled, free-choice workflow nets a variant of BPs
including the “up-to-k” successor relation preserves trace equivalence, though k
is model-specific [40]; for large enough k, this resembles the eventually follows
relation.

Information-preservation for DFGs has been studied as rediscoverability for
the Inductive Miner [18] and the alpha-algorithm [2, 5] and its variants. For
instance, several variants of the alpha-algorithm have been introduced to in-
clude short loops (alpha� [24]), to include long-distance dependencies [43] (us-
ing the eventually follows relation, but only for acyclic processes), to include
non-free-choice constructs (alpha�� [41]) and to include certain types of silent
transitions (alpha# [42, 44], alpha$ [14]). For these algorithms, it was shown
that they could obtain enough information from an event log to reliably re-
discover certain constructs, however these characterisations and proofs are tied
to the specific algorithms and cannot be applied to other contexts and discov-
ery algorithms. Information-preservation in Inductive Miner [18] was proven by
showing that behavioural information can be completely retrieved from the ab-
straction itself, in the form of footprints in the DFG, independent of a specific
model synthesis algorithm, and characterizing the block-structured models for
which this information is preserved in the DFG. However, these footprints al-
low reusing information abstraction and recovery in other (non-block-structured)
contexts such as the Split Miner [4], which uses footprints from the DFG in a
different way to synthesise a model, or Projected Conformance Checking [21],
which uses abstractions to provide guarantees in approximative fast conformance
checking measures. Other process discovery techniques might be able to obtain
enough information from event logs to reconstruct a model, such as (conjectured)
the ILP miner [45] and several genetic techniques [8, 25], but no insights into
guarantees and limits of information-preservation are available.

Problem Exposition. This paper particularly addresses information-preserving
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capabilities of abstractions of languages in general, that hold in any application
using these abstractions, rather than just a single specific algorithm. To approach
the problem in an algorithm-independent setting, we generalise prior work on re-
discoverability to the following sub-problems:

RQ1 For which class C of languages is each language L uniquely defined by its
syntactic model M with L � LpMq, i.e., LpM1q � LpM2q implies M1 �M2?

RQ2 For which class C of languages does an abstraction α distinguish languages on
their abstractions alone, that is, when does αpL1q � αpL2q imply L1 � L2 for
L1, L2 P C?

RQ3 For which class C of languages does α preserve the information about the
entire model syntax, i.e., when does αpLpM1qq � αpLpM2qq imply M1 �M2?

RQ4 For which classes C of languages and which abstractions α can syntactic con-
structs of model M be recognised in αpLpMqq?

The specific objective of RQ4 is to not only ensure that an abstraction α can
distinguish different types of behaviour, but that information about the beha-
viour can be recovered from the abstraction, so the abstraction can be exploited
by different process discovery algorithms.

Research Framework. As discussed in Section 1, we will answer the above
questions for three different abstractions: directly follows αdfg, minimum self-
distance αmsd, and concurrent-optional-or αcoo. Each abstraction function αx
returns a finite abstraction αxpLq for any language L in the form of finite graphs
over the alphabet Σ of L. As RQ2 has no general answer [27], we limit our
model class to a very general class of block-structured models CB defined in
Section 3. We then employ the following framework to answer RQ1-RQ4 for
each abstraction:

– Using a system of sound rewriting rules on block-structured process models [17,
p.113] explained in Section 4 we obtain a unique syntactic normal form NF pMq
for each model M P CB.

– We show that each abstraction αxpLq of any language L of some model
M P CB, L � LpMq preserves not only the behaviour but also syntax of M
in an implicit form: we can recover from αxpLq the top-level operator of the
normal form NF pMq through specific characteristic features in αxpLq, called
footprints, answering RQ4. Specifically, much of the information preserved in
BPs is already contained in the more basic αdfg from which not only sequence,
choice, loops and concurrency but also interleaving (Section 5) can be re-
covered. The minimum-self distance abstraction αmsd preserves information
about loops in the context of concurrency (Section 6) allowing to preserve
information from a larger model class. The new concurrent-optional-or ab-
straction αcoo (Section 7) preserves information about unobservable skipping
and inclusive choices not considered before.

– We then characterise for each abstraction αx the class of models Cx � CB for
which the entire recursive structure of M P Cx is uniquely preserved in the
abstraction of its language αxpLpMqq; each Cx partially constrains the nesting
of operators, most notably concurrency.

– As our core result, we then show that the languages LpM1q,LpM2q of any two
models M1,M2 P Cx with different normal forms NF pM1q � NF pM2q can
always be distinguished in their finite abstractions αxpLpM1qq � αxpLpM2qq
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based on the footprints in αx. Our characterisation is sharp in the sense that
for any necessary condition we provide a counter-example, answering RQ3.

– As the normal form NF pMq is unique, we can then conclude RQ2: any two
different languages L1 � L2 of any two models Li � LpMiq,Mi P Cx can
always be distinguished by their finite abstractions αxpL1q � αxpL2q.

– We finally can answer RQ1: by RQ3 two different syntactic normal forms
NF pM1q � NF pM2q have different abstractions of their languages αxpL1q �
αxpL2q, Li � LpNF pMiqq and have therefore different languages L1 � L2 P Cx
(as αx is a deterministic function).

3. Preliminaries

Traces, Languages, Partitions. A trace is a sequence of events, which are
executions of activities (i.e. the process steps). The empty trace is denoted with
ε.

A language is a set of traces and an event log is a finite set of traces. For
instance, the language L3 � txa, b, cy, xa, c, byu consists of two traces. For the
first trace, first activity a was executed, followed by b and c. Traces can be
concatenated using �.

In this paper, we limit ourselves to regular languages, that is, languages that
can be defined using the regular expression patterns sequence, exclusive choice
and Kleene star.

We refer to the activities that appear in a language or event log as the alphabet
Σ of the language or event log. A partition of an alphabet consists of several sets,
such that each activity of the alphabet appears in precisely one of the sets, and
each activity in the sets appears in the alphabet. For instance, the alphabet of
L3 is ta, b, cu and a partition of this alphabet is tta, bu, tcuu.

Block-Structured Models. A block-structured process model can be recurs-
ively broken up into smaller pieces. These smaller pieces form a hierarchy of
model constructs, that is, a tree [28].

A process tree is an abstract representation of a block-structured workflow
net [1]. The leaves are either unlabelled or labelled with activities, and all other
nodes are labelled with process tree operators. A process tree describes a lan-
guage: the leaves describe singleton or empty languages, and an operator de-
scribes how the languages of its subtrees are to be combined. We formally define
process trees recursively:

Definition 3.1 (process tree syntax). Let Σ be an alphabet of activities, then

– activity a P Σ is a process tree;

– the silent activity τ (τ R Σ) is a process tree;

– let M1 . . .Mn with n ¡ 0 be process trees and let ` be a process tree operator,
then the operator node `pM1, . . .Mnq is a process tree. We also write this as

`

Mn. . .M1

.

Each process tree describes a language: an activity describes the execution of
that activity, a silent activity describes the empty trace, while an operator node
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. . .
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(f) _pM1, . . .Mnq for n ¥ 2.

Figure 3. Recursive Petri-net translations of process trees.

describes a combination of the languages of its children. Each operator combines
the languages of its children in a specific way.

In this paper, we consider six process tree operators:

1. exclusive choice �,

2. sequence Ñ,

3. interleaved (i.e. not overlapping in time) Ø,

4. concurrency (i.e. possibly overlapping in time) ^,

5. inclusive choice _ and

6. structured loop ö (i.e. the loop body M1 and alternative loop back paths
M2 . . .Mn).
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For instance, the language of �

ö

ji

_

hg

Ø

Ñ

fe

d

^

Ñ

cb

a

is txa, b, cy, xb, a, cy, xb, c, ay,

xd, e, fy, xe, f, dy, xgy, xhy, xg, hy, xh, gy, xiy, xi, j, iy, xi, j, i, j, iy . . .u. A formal
definition of these operators is given in Appendix A.

Each of the process tree operators can be translated to a sound block-
structured workflow net, and to, for instance, a BPMN model [26]. Figure 3
provides some intuition by giving the translation of the process tree operators
to (partial) Petri nets [31].

We refer to a process tree that is part of a larger process tree as a subtree of
the larger tree.

4. A Canonical Normal Form for Process Trees

Some process trees are structurally different but nevertheless express the same
language. For instance, the process trees �

�

cb

a

and �

cba

have a different structure

but the same language, consisting of the choice between a, b and c. Such trees
are indistinguishable by their language, and thus also indistinguishable by any
language abstraction. To take such structural differences out of the equation,
we use a set of rules that, when applied, preserve the language of a tree while
reducing the structural size and complexity of the tree. It does not matter which
rules or in which order the rules are applied: applying the rules exhaustively
always yields the same canonical normal form.

The set of rules consist of four types of rules: 1) a singularity rule, which
removes operators with only a single child: `pMq ñ M for any process tree M
and operator ` (except ö); 2) associativity rules, which remove nested operators
of the same type, such as öpöpM, . . .1q, . . .2q ñ öpM, . . .1 , . . .2q; 3) τ -reduction
rules, which remove superfluous τs, such as ^p. . . ,M, τq ñ ^p. . . ,Mq; and 4)
rules that establish the relation between concurrency and other operators, such
as ØpM1, . . .Mnq ñ ^pM1, . . .Mnq with @1¤i¤n,tPLpMiq |t| ¤ 1.

The set of rules is terminating, that is, to any process tree only a finite number
of rules can be applied sequentially; the set is locally confluent, that is, if two
rules are applicable to a single tree, yielding trees A and B, then it is possible
to reduce A and B to a common tree C; and by extension, the set of rules is
confluent and canonical. For more details, please refer to [17, p118].

As a result, the rules are canonical, so in the remainder of this paper, we only
need to consider process trees in canonical normal form, to which we refer as
reduced process trees; a reduced process tree is a process to which the reduction
rules have been applied exhaustively. This allows us to reason based on the
structure of reduced trees, rather than on the behaviour of arbitrarily structured
trees.
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5. Preservation and Recovery with Directly Follows
Graphs

In order to study the information preserved in abstractions, in this section we
study the first abstraction: directly follows graphs. This abstraction has been
well-studied in context of process discovery. For instance, in the context of the
the alpha-algorithm, the directly follows abstraction has been shown to preserve
information about a certain class of Petri nets. In this section, we show that
directly follows graphs preserve even more information than previously known.

We first formally introduce the abstraction, after which we introduce char-
acteristics of the recursive process tree operators in the abstraction: footprints.
Using these footprints, we show that every two reduced process trees that are
structurally different have different abstractions. That is, we show that if two
trees have the same directly follows abstraction, then there cannot be a struc-
tural difference between the two trees. For subsequent abstractions in this paper,
which get more involved, we will use a similar proof strategy.

We first introduce the abstraction. Second, we introduce the footprints of the
recursive process tree operators in this abstraction. Third, we introduce a class of
recursively defined languages and show that this class is tight, that is, structurally
different trees outside this class might yield the same abstraction. Finally, we
show that different normal forms within the class have different abstractions
(and hence languages), thereby using the research framework of Section 2.

5.1. Directly Follows Graphs

A directly follows graph abstracts from a language by only expressing which
activities (the nodes of the graph) are followed directly by which activities in a
trace in the language. Furthermore, a directly follows graph expresses the activ-
ities with which traces start or end in the language, and whether the language
contains the empty trace.

Definition 5.1 (directly follows graph). Let Σ be an alphabet and let L be a
language over Σ such that ε R Σ. Then, the directly follows graph αdfg of L
consists of:

αdfgpa, bq ô DtPL t � x. . . a, b, . . .y

a P Startpαdfgq ô DtPL t � xa, . . .y

a P Endpαdfgq ô DtPL t � x. . . , ay

ε P αdfg ô DtPL t � ε

For a directly follows graph αdfg, Σpαdfgq denotes the alphabet of activities,
i.e. the nodes of αdfg.

For instance, let L4 � txa, b, cy, xa, c, by, εu be a language. Then, the directly
follows graph of L4 consists of the edges αdfgpa, bq, αdfgpb, cq, αdfgpa, cq, αdfgpc, bq.
The start activity is a, the end activities are b and c and the directly follows graph
contains ε. A graphic representation of this directly follows graph is shown in
Figure 4.
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a

b

c

ε

Figure 4. An example of a directly follows graph: αdfgpL4q.

5.2. Footprints

Each process tree operator has a particular characteristic in a directly follows
graph, a footprint. We will use footprints in our uniqueness proofs to show differ-
ences between trees: if one tree contains a particular footprint and another one
does not, the languages of these trees must be different. Furthermore, process
discovery algorithms can use footprints to infer syntactic constructs that capture
the abstracted behaviour.

In this section, we introduce these characteristics and show that process tree
operators exhibit them.

A cut is a tuple p`,Σ1, . . .Σmq, such that ` is a process tree operator and
Σ1 . . .Σm are sets of activities. A cut is non-trivial if m ¡ 1 and no Σi is empty.

Definition 5.2 (directly follows footprints). Let αdfg be a directly follows re-
lation and let c � p`,Σ1, . . .Σnq be a cut, consisting of a process tree operator
` P t�,Ñ,Ø,^,öu and a partition of activities with parts Σ1 . . .Σn such that
Σpαdfgq �

�
1¤i¤n Σi and @1¤i j¤n Σi X Σj � H.

– Exclusive choice. c is an exclusive choice cut in αdfg if ` � � and

x.1 No part is connected to any other part:

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn

– Sequential. c is a sequence cut in αdfg if ` � Ñ and

s.1 Each node in a part is indirectly and only connected to all nodes in the
parts “after” it:

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn

– Interleaved. c is an interleaved cut in αdfg if ` � Ø and

i.1 Between parts, all and only connections exist from an end to a start activ-
ity:

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn
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– Concurrent. c is a concurrent cut in αdfg if ` � ^ and

c.1 Each part contains a start and an end activity.

c.2 All parts are fully interconnected.

Σ1

Σ2

. . . Σn

– Loop. c is a loop cut in αdfg if ` � ö and

l.1 All start and end activities are in the body (i.e. the first) part.

l.2 Only start/end activities in the body part have connections from/to other
parts.

l.3 Redo parts have no connections to other redo parts.

l.4 If an activity from a redo part has a connection to/from the body part, then
it has connections to/from all start/end activities.

Σ1

Σ2

. . .

Σn

A formal definition is included in Appendix B.1.
For instance, consider the directly follows graph of L4 shown in Figure 4: in

this graph, the cut pÑ, tau, tb, cuq is a Ñ-cut.
Inspecting the semantics of the process tree operators (Definition A.1), it

follows that in the directly follows graphs of process trees, these footprints are
indeed present:

Lemma 5.1 (Directly follows footprints). Let M � `pM1, . . .Mmq be a process
tree without duplicate activities, with ` P t�,Ñ,Ø,^,öu. Then, the cut p`,
ΣpM1q, . . .ΣpMnqq is a `-cut in αdfgpMq according to Definition 5.2.
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M5 � ^

ö

dc

ö

ba

M6 � ö

^

db

^

ca

(a) Language-different process trees.

a b

c d

(b) αdfgpM5q � αdfgpM6q

Figure 5. An example for the necessity of Requirement Cdfg.l.1.

5.3. A Class of Trees: Cdfg

Not all process trees can be distinguished using the introduced footprints. In this
section, we describe the class of trees that can be distinguished by directly follows
graphs: Cdfg. To illustrate that this class is tight, we give counterexamples of
pairs of trees outside of Cdfg and show that these trees cannot be distinguished
using their directly follows graphs.

Definition 5.3 (Class Cdfg). Let Σ be an alphabet of activities. Then the fol-
lowing process trees are in Cdfg :

– a with a P Σ is in Cdfg

– Let M1 . . .Mn be reduced process trees in Cdfg without duplicate activities:
@iPr1...ns,i�jPr1...ns ΣpMiq X ΣpMjq � H. Then,

� `pM1, . . .Mnq with ` P t�,Ñ,^u is in Cdfg;

� ØpM1, . . .Mnq is in Cdfg if all:

i.1 At least one child has disjoint start and end activities:
DiPr1...ns StartpMiq X EndpMiq � H;

i.2 No child is interleaved itself:
@iPr1...ns Mi � Øp. . .q;

i.3 Each concurrent child has at least one child with disjoint start and end
activities:
@iPr1...ns^Mi�^pMi1 ,...Mim q DjPr1...ms StartpMij q X EndpMij q � H

� öpM1, . . .Mnq is in Cdfg if:

l.1 the first child has disjoint start and end activities:
StartpM1q X EndpM1q � H.

These requirements are tight as for each requirement there exists counter
examples of the following form: two process trees whose syntax violates the
requirement and who have different languages but have identical directly-follows
graphs. Consequently, the two trees cannot be distinghuished by the directly
follows abstraction.

Figure 5 illustrates the counter example for Cdfg.l.1. This requirement has
some similarity with the so-called short loops of the α algorithm [1].

The counter examples for Cdfg.i.1, Cdfg.i.2 and Cdfg.i.3 follow a similar reas-
oning and are given in Appendix C.1.

Trees with τ and _ nodes are excluded from Cdfg entirely. The correspond-
ing counter examples for the directly follows abstraction and how to preserve
information on τ and _ will both be discussed in Section 7.
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M7 � ö

Ñ

fe

^

dö

cÑ

ba

M8 � ö

cÑ

fe

^

dÑ

ba

(a) Language-different process trees.

a b

c

de

f

(b) αdfgpM7q � αdfgpM8q

Figure 6. A counterexample that a weaker constraint, which would state that at
least one child of a ö node should have disjoint start and end activities, would
not suffice to replace Requirement Cdfg.l.1.

A weaker requirement one could consider to replace Cdfg.l.1is that at least one
child of the loop should have disjoint start and end activities:M 1 � öpM 1

1, . . .M
1
nq :

D1¤i¤n StartpM 1
iq X EndpM 1

iq � H. This weaker requirement would allow both
M7 and M8 (see Figure 6), i.e. c can be in the redo of the inner or outer ö-node.
However, the counterexample in Figure 6 shows that this weaker constraint is
not strong enough.

5.4. Uniqueness

Now that all concepts for abstraction and recovery have been introduced, what’s
left is to prove for αdfg which behaviour can be preserved. Here, we provide
the lemmas and theorems according to the framework of Section 2 to establish
the fundamental formal limits. This proof structure will be reused on the more
complex abstractions later.

That is, in this section, we prove that two structurally different reduced
process trees of Cdfg always have different directly follows graphs. To prove
this, we exploit the recursive structure of process trees: we first show that if
the root operator of two process trees differs, then their directly follows graphs
differ. Second, we show that if the activity partition (that is, the distribution of
activities over the children of the root) of two trees differs, then their directly
follows graphs differ. These two results yield that any structural difference over
the entire tree will result in a different directly follows graph.

Lemma 5.2 (Operators are mutually exclusive). Take two reduced process trees
of Cdfg K � `pK1, . . .Knq and M � bpM1, . . .Mmq such that ` � b. Then
αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.

This lemma is proven by showing that for each pair of operators, there is
always a difference in their directly follows graphs. For instance, the directly
follows graph of a � node is not connected, while all other operators make the
graph connected. For a detailed proof, please refer to Appendix D.1.

Lemma 5.3 (Partitions are mutually exclusive). Take two reduced process trees
of Cdfg K � `pK1 . . .Knq and M � `pM1 . . .Mmq such that their activity par-
tition is different: D1¤w¤minpn,mq ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq. Then, αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.

For this proof, we assume a fixed order of children for the non-commutative
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ö

c^

ba

(a) M9

^

bö

ca

(b) M10

a

b

c

(c) αdfgpM9q � αdfgpM10q

a

b

c

(d) αmsdpM9q

a

b

c

(e) αmsdpM10q

Figure 7. Example of two process trees outside of Cdfg that have the same dir-
ectly follows graph. In this section, we introduce the new minimum self-distance
abstraction (αmsd) and corresponding footprints that distinguish these trees.

operatorsÑ andö. Then, we show, for each operator, that a difference in activity
partitions leads to a difference in directly follows graphs. For a detailed proof,
please refer to Appendix D.2.

Lemma 5.4 (Abstraction uniqueness for Cdfg). Take two reduced process trees
of Cdfg K and M such that K �M . Then, αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.

Proof. Towards contradiction, assume that there exist two reduced process trees
K and M , both of Cdfg, such that αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq, but K �M . Then there
exist topmost subtrees K 1 in K and M 1 in M such that αdfgpK

1q � αdfgpM
1q and

such that K 1, M 1 are structurally different in their activity, operator or activity
partition, i.e. either

– K 1 or M 1 is a τ while the other is not. Then obviously αdfgpK
1q � αdfgpM

1q.

– K 1 or M 1 is a single activity while the other is not. Then, by the restrictions
of Cdfg, αdfgpK

1q � αdfgpM
1q.

– K 1 � bpK 1
1 . . .K

1
nq and M 1 � `pM 1

1 . . .M
1
nq such that ` � b. By Lemma 5.2,

αdfgpK
1q � αdfgpM

1q.

– K 1 � `pK 1
1 . . .K

1
nq and M 1 � `pM 1

1 . . .M
1
nq such that the activity parti-

tion is different, i.e. there is an i such that ΣpK 1
iq � ΣpM 1

iq. By Lemma 5.3,
αdfgpK

1q � αdfgpM
1q.

Hence, there cannot exist such K and M and therefore αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.

As a language abstraction is solely derived from a language, different directly
follows graphs imply different languages (the reverse not necessarily holds), we
immediately conclude uniqueness:

Corollary 5.1 (Language uniqueness for Cdfg). There are no two different re-
duced process trees of Cdfg with equal languages. Hence, for trees of class Cdfg,
the normal form of Section 4 is uniquely defined.

6. Preservation and Recovery with Minimum Self-Distance

A structure that is difficult to distinguish in directly follows graphs is the nesting
of ö and ^ operators, resembling the so-called short loops of the α algorithm.
For instance, Figure 7 shows an example of two process trees with such a nesting,
having the same directly follows graph. In Cdfg, such nestings were excluded.

In this section, we introduce a new abstraction, the minimum self-distance
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a b

c

Figure 8. Minimum self-distance graph of L11.

abstraction, that distinguishes some of such nestings by considering which activ-
ities must be in between two executions of the same activity. As illustrated in
Figure 7, the minimum self-distance abstraction captures more information of
process trees, enabling discovery and conformance checking algorithms to distin-
guish the languages of these trees.

The remainder of this section follows a strategy similar to Section 5: first,
we introduce the language abstraction of minimum self-distance graphs. Second,
we introduce adapted footprints of the recursive process tree operators in min-
imum self-distance graphs. Third, we characterise the extended class of recurs-
ively defined languages and show where this class is tight (conditions cannot
be dropped). Fourth, we show that different trees in normal form of this class
have different combinations of directly follows graphs and minimum self-distance
graphs (and hence languages), using the research framework of Section 2.

6.1. Minimum Self-Distance

The minimum self-distance m of an activity is the minimum number of events
in between two executions of that activity:

Definition 6.1 (Minimum self-distance). Let L be a language, and let a, b P
ΣpLq. Then,

mpaq �

"
minx...,a,...1,a,...yPL | . . .1 | if Dx...,a,...1,a,...yPL
8 otherwise

A minimum self-distance graph αmsd is a directed graph whose nodes are
the activities of the alphabet Σ. An edge αmsdpa, bq in a minimum self-distance
graph denotes that b is a witness of the minimum self-distance of a, i.e. activity
b can appear in between two minimum-distant executions of activity a:

Definition 6.2 (Minimum self-distance graph). Let L be a language, and let
a, b P ΣpLq. Then,

αmsdpa, bq � Dx...,a,...1,a,...yPL b P . . .1 ^ | . . .1 | � mpaq

For a minimum self-distance graph αmsd, Σpαmsdq denotes the alphabet of
activities, i.e. the nodes of αmsd.

For instance, consider the log L11 � txa, by, xb, a, c, a, by, xa, b, c, a, b, c, b, ayu.
In this log, the minimum self-distances are mpaq � 1, mpbq � 1 and mpcq � 2,
witnessed by the subtraces xa, c, ay (for a), xb, c, by (for b) and xc, a, b, cy (for c).
Thus, the minimum self-distance relations are αmsdpa, cq, αmsdpb, cq, αmsdpc, aq
and αmsdpc, bq. Figure 8 visualises this minimum self-distance relation as a graph.
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6.2. Footprints

In this section, we introduce the characteristics that process tree operators leave
in minimum self-distance graphs.

Definition 6.3 (minimum self-distance footprints). Let αmsd be a minimum self-
distance graph and let c � p`,Σ1, . . .Σnq be a cut, consisting of a process tree
operator ` P t�,Ñ,Ø,^,öu and a partition of activities with parts Σ1 . . .Σn
such that Σpαmsdq �

�
1¤i¤n Σi and @1¤i j¤n Σi X Σj � H.

– Concurrent and interleaved. If ` � ^ or ` � Ø, then in αmsd:

ci.1 There are no αmsd connections between parts:

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn

– Loop. If ` � ö then in αmsd:

l.1 Each activity has an outgoing edge.

l.2 All redo activities that have a connection to a body activity, have connec-
tions to the same body activities:

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn

l.3 All body activities that have a connection to a redo activity, have connec-
tions to the same redo activities:

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn

l.4 No two activities from different redo children have an αmsd-connection:

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn

A formal definition is included in Appendix B.2.
For instance, consider the example shown in Figure 7: the two process trees

M9 and M10 have the same directly follows graph (Figure 7c). However, the min-
imum self-distance graphs of these two trees differ (figures 7d and 7e). To exploit
this difference, the footprints in both graphs differ: in αmsdpM9q, the only foot-
print is pö, ta, bu, tcuq, while in αmsdpM10q, the only footprint is p^, ta, cu, tbuq
footprint.

From the semantics of process trees, it follows that these footprints are present
in minimum self-distance graphs of process trees without duplicate activities:

Lemma 6.1 (Minimum self-distance footprints). Let M � `pM1, . . .Mmq be a
process tree without duplicate activities, with ` P t�,Ñ,Ø,^,öu. Then, the cut
p`, ΣpM1q, . . .ΣpMnqq is a `-cut in αmsdpMq according to Definition 6.3.
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M12 � ö

d^

cö

ba

M13 � ö

b^

aö

dc

(a) Two process trees.

a b

c d

(b) αdfgpM12q � αdfgpM13q

a b

c d

(c) αmsdpM12q

a b

c d

(d) αmsdpM13q

Figure 9. A counterexample for uniqueness using αmsd footprints: M12 and M13

have a different language and αmsd-graph, but this doesn’t become apparent in
the αmsd-footprint.

6.3. A Class of Trees: Cmsd

Using the minimum self-distance graph, we can lift a restriction of Cdfg partially.
In this section, we introduce the extended class of process trees Cmsd, in which
a ö-node can be a direct child of a ^-node.

Definition 6.4 (Class Cmsd). Let Σ be an alphabet of activities. Then the fol-
lowing process trees are in Cmsd:

– M P Cdfg is in Cmsd;

– Let M1 . . .Mn be reduced process trees in Cmsd without duplicate activities:
@iPr1...ns,i�jPr1...ns ΣpMiq X ΣpMjq � H. Then, öpM1, . . .Mnq is in Cmsd if:

l.1 the body child is not concurrent:
M1 � ^p. . .q

We neither have a proof nor a counterexample for the necessity of Require-
ment Cmsd.l.1. Figure 9 illustrates this: the two trees have a different lan-
guage, an equivalent αdfg-graph (shown in Figure 9b) but a different αmsd-graph
(shown in figures 9c and 9d). Thus, they could be distinguished using their αmsd-
graph. However, the footprint (Definition 6.3) cannot distinguish these trees:
both cuts pö, ta, b, cu, tduq and pö, ta, c, du, tbuq are valid in both αmsd-graphs,
where pö, ta, b, cu, tduq corresponds to M12 and pö, ta, c, du, tbuq corresponds to
M13. This implies that a discovery algorithm that uses only the footprint cannot
distinguish these two trees. In Appendix E.1, we elaborate on this.

6.4. Uniqueness

To prove that the combination of directly follows and minimum self-distance
graphs distinguishes all reduced process trees of Cmsd, we follow a strategy that
is similar to the one used in Section 5.4: we first show that, given two process
trees, a difference in root operators implies a difference in either the αdfg or
αmsd-abstractions of the trees. Second, we show that, given two process trees,
a difference in root activity partitions implies a difference in the abstractions.
Third, using the first two results, we show that any structural difference between
two process trees implies that the trees have different abstractions. For the full
proofs, please refer to Appendix E. Consequently:

Corollary 6.1 (Language uniqueness for Cmsd). There are no two different
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Ñ

dcba

(a) M14

Ñ

d�

Ñ

cb

τ

a

(b) M15

αdfgpM14q:
a b c d

αdfgpM15q:
a b c d

(c) αdfg abstractions of M14 and M15

Figure 10. The process tree M15 is outside of Cmsd. Although they have different
abstractions αdfgpM14q � αdfgpM15q their Ñ-footprints are indistinguishable:
pÑ, tau, tbu, tcu, tduq.

^

Ñ

dc

ba

(a) M16

^

_

Ñ

dc

b

�

aτ

(b) M17

a
b

c
d

(c) αdfgpM16q � αdfgpM17q

a
b

c
d

(d) αmsdpM16q � αmsdpM17q

a
b

c
d

a
b

c
d

(e) αcoopM16, ttau, tbu, tc, duuq

a
b

c
d

a
b

c
d

(f) αcoopM17, ttau, tbu, tc, duuq

a
b

c
d

a
b

c
d

(g) αcoopM17, ttau, tb, c, duuq

Figure 11. The two models M16 P Cmsd and M17 R Cmsd have different behaviour
but the same αdfg-graph (c) and the same αmsd-graph (d). Information about τ
and _ in M17 is preserved in the αcoo-graphs in (f) and (g).

reduced process trees of Cmsd with equal languages. Hence, for trees of class
Cmsd, the normal form of Section 4 is uniquely defined.

7. Preserving and Recovering Optionality & Inclusive
Choice

The abstractions discussed in previous sections preserve information only if all
behaviour is always fully observable. The αdfg and αmsd abstractions cannot pre-
serve information about unobservable behaviour, or skips, caused by the inclusive
choice operator _ or by an alternative silent τ step making behaviour optional.

The model M15 in Figure 10b exhibits optionality of the sequence b, c due to
a silent activity τ under a choice �. Although its αdfg-graph in Figure 10c differs
from the αdfg-graph of M14 in Figure 10a without optionality, the optionality of
b, c cannot be recovered as both models have the sameÑ-footprint of Section 5.2.
Model M17 in Figure 11b exhibits skips due to the inclusive choice operator _
and �pτ, .q under ^. Yet, its αdfg and αmsd abstractions is identical to the αdfg

and αmsd abstractions of the model of Figure 11a having no skips, making their
behaviour indistinguishable under these abstractions.
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In this section, we introduce techniques to preserve and recover information
about these unobservable types of behaviour. We first discuss the influence of
optionality on αdfg-footprints and exclude some cases, in particular some types
of loops, from further discussion in this paper (Section 7.1). We then follow our
framework and provide abstractions and footprints to preserve information about
optionality and inclusive choices. We show that partial cuts (that consider only
a subset of the activities in a language) allow to localise skips.

For example, to recover the optionality in αdfgpM15q of Figure 10c, we find
the partial Ñ-cut footprint pÑ, tbu, tcuq as a subgraph that adheres to the Ñ-
cut of Section 5.2 and can be tightly skipped by αdfgpM15qpa, dq. We formalise
this notion and show that it correctly recovers skips in a sequence from αdfg in
Section 7.2.

Preserving information about _ requires an entirely new abstraction as the
αdfg-graph for _ and ^ is identical. We introduce the concurrent-optional-or
(coo, αcoo) abstraction which preserves information on a family of graphs “bottom-
up”. For instance, the traces of M17 such as xby, xa, by, xc, d, by, xc, b, d, ay, xc, dy
and xc, d, ay show that if tau occurs there is a similar trace in which tau does
not occur (tau is optional), and that if any of the sets tbu and tc, du occur, then
similar traces with any combination of tbu and tc, du occur as well (are inter-
changeable), which we encode in the coo-graph of Figure 11f. A pattern for also
relating tau emerges by grouping b, c and d: the presence of tau in a trace implies
the occurrence of tb, c, du in that trace (but not vice versa), which we encode in
the coo-graph of Figure 11g. Both coo-graphs together are the αcoo-abstraction
of M17. In Section 7.3 we further explain and define αcoo for languages and we
show that _, ^, and �pτ, .q can be correctly recovered from αcoo through cor-
responding partial cut footprints. In Section 7.4 we characterise the class Ccoo

of behaviour (in terms of process trees) and prove that αdfg, αmsd, and αcoo

abstractions and footprints together uniquely preserve behavioural information
in Ccoo, thereby using the research framework outlined in Section 2.

7.1. Optionality

Unobservable skips can be described syntactically by an �pτ, .q construct and a
öpτ, .q construct, making one or more subtrees optional. We discuss the influence
of optional behaviour on abstractions for these two cases.

The effect of a �pτ, .q construct is that its subtree is optional, that is, it can
be skipped. We call a process tree optional (?) if its language contains the empty
trace:

Definition 7.1 (optionality).

?pMq � ε P LpMq
Optionality has surprisingly little direct influence on the directly follows

graph: in a directly follows graph, optionality shows up as an empty trace (by
Definition 5.1).

Lemma 7.1 (�pτ, .q footprint). Let M be a process tree such that ?pMq. Then,
ε P αdfgpMq.

However, optionality may influence the footprints in the αdfg-graph of other
behaviour it is embedded in, that is, when an optional subtree is below another
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operator. The case of �pτ, .q under � can be eliminated through syntactical
normal forms; �pτ, .q under Ø does not influence the footprints in the αdfg-
graph [17, p150]. The case of �pτ, .q underÑ changes the αdfg-graph and requires
a new Ñ-footprint which we introduce in Section 7.2.

The cases of �pτ, .q under ö and of öpτ, .q also change the αdfg-graph but
cannot be recovered by existing ö-footprints. However, in contrast to Ñ, we may
find two syntactically different models with �pτ, .q under ö and öpτ, .q which
have identical languages, which renders our proof strategy inapplicable as it
relies on the assumption that each behaviour (language) has a unique syntactic
description, see [17, p150] for details. We exclude these cases in the following.

Finally, the αdfg-graph cannot distinguish whether �pτ, .q is present under
^ or not. Likewise, _ and ^ yield the same αdfg-graph. Preserving information
requires a new abstraction which we introduce in Section 7.3.

In [42], five types of silent Petri net transitions were identified: Initialise
and Finalise, which start or end a concurrency, are captured by the ^-operator
and considered in this work. Skips, which bypass one or more transitions, are
the transitions under study in this section, that is, �pτ, .q-constructs and _-
constructs, see Fig. 3. Redo, which allows the model to go back and redo trans-
itions, are not studied in this paper, that is,öp., τq-constructs. Switch-transitions,
which allow jumping between exclusive branches, have no equivalent in block-
structured models and are typically mimicked by duplicating activities.

7.2. Sequence

The example of Fig. 10 showed that optionality cannot be detected from αdfg

when it is contained in a sequence. The reason is, as shown in the proofs for αdfg,
that the footprints of Sect. 5.2 recover behavior for all activities together, i.e.,
the Ñ-cut at the root-level, from the αdfg abstraction. As shown, in presence of
�pτ, .q-constructs, a new directly follows-footprint is necessary for Ñ.

To detect optionality for only a subset of activities, we use cuts that partition
an alphabet only partially, called partial cuts. Our proof strategy will be to show
that if two trees differ in the αdfg-abstraction, then they differ in at least one
such partial cut showing a particular Ñ relation that can be recovered from αdfg.

Definition 7.2 (partial cut). Let Σ be an alphabet of activities and let ` be a
process tree operator. Then, p`,Σ1, . . .Σnq is a partial cut of Σ if Σ1, . . .Σn � Σ
and @1¤i j¤n Σi X Σj � H. A partial cut expresses an `-relation between its
parts Σ1 . . .Σn.

For the partial Ñ-cut footprint, one set Σp of activities has a special role
which we call a pivot. Intuitively, occurrence of a P Σp signals the occurrence
of the optional behavior: if one of the activities in the partial cut appears in a
trace, then the pivot must appear in the trace as well.

Definition 7.3 (Partial Ñ-cut footprint). Let Σ be an alphabet of activities, let
αdfg be a directly follows graph over Σ and let C � pÑ, S1, . . . Smq be a Ñ-cut of
αdfg according to Definition 5.2. Then, a partial cut pÑ,Σ1, . . .Σnq is a partial
Ñ-cut if there is a pivot Σp such that in αdfg:
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Ss�1 Σ1 Σi ΣnΣ1 Σp Σn Ss�n

s.1 The partial cut is a consecutive part of C.

s.2 There are no end activities before the pivot in the partial cut.

s.3 There are no start actvities after the pivot in the partial cut.

s.4 There are no directly follows edges bypassing the pivot in the partial cut.

s.5 The partial cut can be tightly avoided:

Appendix B.3 provides the complete formal definition and proves information
preservation according to our framework: in a process tree each Ñ-node has a
pivot and adheres to the footprint. The proof that the pivot, and hence the Ñ-
node, can be uniquely rediscovered uses that by the reduction rules, at least one
of the children of any Ñ-node is not optional. This child is the pivot, and by the
reduction rules, a pivot cannot be a sequential node itself.

For instance, consider the process trees M14 and M15 shown in Figure 10.
Their directly follows graphs shown in Figure 10c are obviously different, and
this becomes apparent in the new directly follows footprint: in αdfgpM14q, there
is no pivot present and therefore, there is partial cut that satisfies Definition 7.3
(this allows the conclusion that there is no nested Ñ-behaviour). However, in
αdfgpM15q, both b and c are pivots, yielding the partial Ñ-cut pÑ, tbu, tcuq. Intu-
itively, considering the structure of the directly follows graph, the combination
of b and c forms a partial cut because executing either implies executing the
other, but both together can be avoided.

7.3. Inclusive Choice

7.3.1. Idea

Preserving and recovering inclusive choice requires to remember more behavior
than what is stored in αdfg as illustrated by Fig. 11. We show that this additional
information can be stored and recovered in a new abstraction, called αcoo. The
different nature of the αcoo-abstraction requires a slightly different proof and
reasoning strategy as we illustrate next on the example tree M17 of Fig. 11
before providing the definitions.

While the directly follows graph does not suffice to distinguish M17 from
other process trees, it yields the concurrent cut C � p^, tau, tbu, tc, duq. From
this concurrent cut, we conclude that c and d are not of interest for distinguishing
_- from ^-behaviour, thus we group them together.

From this concurrent cut, we work our way upwards. That is, we consider
the αcoo-graph for our partition ttau, tbu, tc, duu, shown in Figure 11f. In this
αcoo-graph, we identify a footprint that involves two or more sets of activities of
the partition. In our example, we identify that the sets tbu and tc, du are related
using _. Then, we merge b, c and d in our partition, which becomes ttau, tb, c, duu
and repeat the procedure.

Figure 11g shows the αcoo-graph belonging to ttau, tb, c, duu. In this graph,
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a footprint is present linking tau to tb, c, du using ^. Thus, we have shown that
the αcoo-abstraction, that is, the family of graphs αcoopM17q, can only belong to
a process tree with root ^ and activity partition tau, tb, c, du.

The proof strategy of this section formalises each of these steps and proves
that at each step, footprints can only hold in the relevant αcoo-graph if and only
if they correspond to nodes in the tree.

7.3.2. Coo-Abstraction

A coo-abstraction αcoo is a family of coo-graphs, that is, a coo-abstraction con-
tains a coo-graph for each partition of the alphabet of the language. Intuitively,
the coo-abstraction indicates dependencies between the sets of activities that
can occur in the language described by the αcoo-abstraction. Therefore, we first
introduce a helper function that expresses which sets of activities occur together
in a language. Second, we introduce coo-graphs and third, the coo-abstraction.

Definition 7.4 (occurrence function fo). Let S � tΣ1, . . .Σnu be a partition,
let t be a trace and let L be a language. Then, the occurrence function of t under
S yields the sets of S that occur in t or L:

fopt, Sq � tΣi | Σi P S ^ Σi X Σptq � Hu

fopL, Sq � tfopt, Sq | t P Lu

For instance:

L18 � txa, by, xd, cy, xd, a, c, by,

xa, b, ey, xe, d, cy, xe, a, d, b, cyu

S18 � tta, bu, tcu, tdu, teuu

fopL18, S18q � ttta, buu, ttcu, tduu, tta, bu, tcu, tduu,

tta, bu, teuu, ttcu, tdu, teuu, tta, bu, tcu, tdu, teuuu

Using this occurrence function, we can define coo-graphs. A coo-graph ex-
presses three types of properties of and between sets:

– The unary optionality (?) expresses that if the set occurs in a trace, then there
is a trace without the set as well;

– The binary implication (ñ) expresses that if one set occurs, then the other
set occurs as well;

– The binary interchangeability (_) expresses that if one of the two sets occur,
then either or both can occur.

Notice that ñ-edges are directed, while _-edges are undirected. Formally:

Definition 7.5 (coo-graph αcoo). Let L be a language, let S be a partition of
ΣpLq and let A,B P S. Then, a coo-graph αcoopL, Sq is a graph in which the
nodes are the activities of ΣpLq and the edges connect sets of activities of S:

?pAq � @tPfopL,Sq A P tñ tztAu P fopL, Sq

AñB � @tPfopL,Sq A P tñ B P t

A_ B � @tPfopL,Sq pA P t_B P tq ñ ptY tA,Bu P fopL, Sq ^

ptY tAuqztBu P fopL, Sq ^

ptY tBuqztAu P fopL, Sqq
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(b) αcoopL18, tta, bu, tc, du, teuuq
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(c) αcoopL18, tta, b, c, du, teuuq

? tau aa

tauñtbu a ba b

tau_tbu a ba b

Legend

Figure 12. Several examples of coo-graphs for the language L18 and several par-
titions. Groups of activities are denoted by blue regions.

For instance, Figure 12 shows several αcoo-graphs of our example log L18.
Coo-graphs bear some similarities with directed hypergraphs [13], however use
two types of edges (ñ and _) and a node annotation (? ).

Finally, we combine all possible coo-graphs for a language into the coo-
abstraction:

Definition 7.6 (coo-abstraction αcoo). Let L be a language. Then, the coo-
abstraction αcoopLq is the family of coo-graphs consisting of one coo-graph αcoopL, Sq
for each possible partition S of ΣpLq.

In the remainder of this section, we might omit L: αcoo denotes a particular
coo-abstraction and αcoopSq denotes one of its coo-graphs for a particular parti-
tion S. Next, we introduce footprints that link the coo-relations to process tree
operators.

7.3.3. Footprints

For inclusive choice and concurrency, we can now introduce the αcoo-abstraction
footprints. We first give the footprints, after which we illustrate them using an
example.

Definition 7.7 (partial _-cut). Let Σ be an alphabet of activities, S a partition
of Σ, let αcoopSq be a coo-graph, let αdfg be a directly follows graph, and let
C � p_,Σ1, . . .Σnq be a partial cut such that @1¤i¤n Σi P S. Then, C is a
partial _-cut if in αcoopSq and αdfg:

o.1 C is a part of a αdfg-concurrent cut (Definition 5.2).

o.2 All parts are interchangeable (_) in αcoopSq:
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Σ1

Σ2

. . . Σn

A formal definition is included in Appendix B.4.

Definition 7.8 (partial ^-cut). Let Σ be an alphabet of activities, S a partition
of Σ, let αcoopSq be a coo-graph, let αdfg be a directly follows graph, and let
C � p^,Σ1, . . .Σnq be a partial cut such that @1¤i¤n Σi P S. Then, C is a
partial ^-cut if in αcoopSq and αdfg:

c.1 C is a part of an αdfg-concurrent cut (Definition 5.2).

Furthermore, in αcoopSq:
– EITHER –

c.2.1 All parts bi-imply (ñ) one another:

Σ1

Σ2

. . . Σn

– OR –

c.3.1 The first part is optional (?).

c.3.2 The first part implies all other parts.

c.3.3 All non-first parts bi-imply one another.

c.3.4 No non-first part Σi is implied by any part not in C:

Σ1

Σ2

. . . Σn

A formal definition and a proof that these footprints apply in process trees
without duplicate activities are included in Appendix B.5.

For instance, consider a process tree M19 without duplicate activities, and one
of its subtrees M20 � _pM1,M2q, in which M1 and M2 are arbitrary subtrees.
Furthermore, consider a partition S of the activities of M20. In the language of
M20, whenever in a trace M1 is executed, there must be a similar trace in which
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both M1 and M2 are executed, and there must be a trace in which M2 is executed
but M1 is not. Then in αcoopLpM20q, Sq, the coo-relation ΣpM1q_ ΣpM2q holds
and hence, p_,ΣpM1q,ΣpM2qq is a partial _-cut of αcoopLpM20q, Sq.

7.4. A Class of Trees: Ccoo

In this section, we introduce the class of trees that we consider for the handling
of _- and �pτ, .q-constructs: Ccoo. This class of trees extends Cdfg by including
_-nodes and some τ -leaves.

Definition 7.9 (Class Ccoo). Let Σ be an alphabet of activities, then the follow-
ing process trees are in Ccoo:

– τ is in Ccoo;

– a with a P Σ is in Ccoo;

– Let M1 . . .Mn be reduced process trees in Ccoo without duplicate activities:
@iPr1...ns,i�jPr1...ns ΣpMiq X ΣpMjq � H. Then,

� A node `pM1, . . .Mnq with ` P t�,Ñ,^,_u is in Ccoo

� An interleaved node ØpM1, . . . ,Mnq is in Ccoo if all:

i.1 At least one child has disjoint start and end activities: DiPr1...ns StartpMiqX
EndpMiq � H

i.2 no child is interleaved itself: @iPr1...ns Mi � Øp. . .q

i.3 no child is optionally interleaved: @iPr1...ns Mi � �pτ,Øp. . .qq

i.4 each concurrent or inclusive choice child has at least one child with
disjoint start and end activities: @iPr1...ns Mi � `pM 1

1, . . .M
1
mq ñ

DjPr1...ms StartpM 1
jq X EndpM 1

jq � H with ` P t^,_u

� A loop node öpM1, . . .Mnq is in Ccoo if all:

l.1 the body child is not concurrent: M1 � ^p. . .q

l.2 no redo child can produce the empty trace: @iPr2...ns ε R LpMiq

Notice that Cdfg � Cmsd � Ccoo. We illustrate the necessity of the newly
added or relaxed requirements:

– Requirement Ccoo.i.3: the child of an interleaved node cannot be an optional
interleaved node. Nested interleaved nodes cannot be distinguished using dir-
ectly follows graphs, as was shown in Section 5.3. As an optional nested inter-
leaved has the same directly follows graph as a nested interleaving, a similar
argument applies here.

– Requirement Ccoo.l.2: redo children of loops cannot be optional. As shown
in Section 7.1, the reduction rules of Section 4 are not strong enough to dis-
tinguish trees with öp., τq constructs. Furthermore, as shown in Section 7.1,
optional children under a ö might invalidate directly follows footprints.

From our discussion in Section 7.1, it follows that �pτ, .q constructs preserve
the footprints of the process tree operators �, Ñ, Ø, ^ and ö for trees in Ccoo.

Corollary 7.1 (optionality preserves cuts). Take two reduced process trees M P
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Cdfg, and M 1 P Ccoo, such that M � `pM1, . . .Mmq, M
1 � `pM 1

1, . . .M
1
nq

and each M 1
i is equal to either Mi or �pτ,Miq. Then, αdfgpM

1q contains a cut
p`,ΣpM1q . . .ΣpMmqq, i.e. a footprint according to Definition 5.2.

7.5. Uniqueness

In this section, we show that the coo-abstraction in combination with the directly
follows abstraction provides enough information to distinguish all languages of
Ccoo. To prove this, we follow a strategy similar to the proofs for directly follows
graphs and minimum self-distances: we first show that if the root operators of
two process trees are different, then their abstractions must be different.

First, we show that the introduced αdfg-footprints for nested Ñ- and �pτ, .q-
structures are correct (Appendix F.1). That is, that each two different process
trees of Ccoo with top parts consisting of such constructs have different directly
follows graphs. Second, we show that the introduced αcoo-footprints and the
reasoning procedure illustrated in Section 7.3.1 are correct. That is, that each
two different process trees of Ccoo with top parts consisting of nested _-, ^-
or �pτ, .q-constructs have different αcoo-graphs (Appendix F.2). Third, we show
that if the partition of activities over the direct children of the root is different,
then their abstractions must be different, and that hence the abstractions are
uniquely defined (Appendix F.3).

Consequently, uniqueness holds:

Corollary 7.2 (Uniqueness for Ccoo). There are no two different reduced process
trees of Ccoo with equal languages: for all reduced K �M of Ccoo, LpKq � LpMq.

8. Application and Evaluation on Real-Life Logs

In the previous sections, we showed under which circumstances behavioural in-
formation captured in αdfg, αmsd and αcoo can be exactly recovered. In this
section, we evaluate the practical applicability, relevance and robustness of these
abstractions and their footprints for process discovery on 13 real-life event logs1:
BPIC11, BPIC12, BPIC13 (closed problems, incident), BPIC14, BPIC15(1-5),
BPIC17, Road Traffic Fine Management and Sepsis.

We wanted to investigate (Q1) how much αdfg alone suffices for process dis-
covery on real-life event logs, and (Q2) whether and how much αmsd, optionality
footprints, and αcoo contribute to discovering processes on real-life event logs.

We used the Inductive Miner framework [17] to compare the effect of the
different abstractions in algorithms that all follow the same principle. All these
algorithms discover a process model from an event log in a recursive way: they
abstract the log and search for footprints. If a footprint is found, then the log is
split accordingly, the footprint is recorded as a process tree node and recursion
continues on the sublogs. If no footprint is found in a sublog, then a generalisation
(fall through) is applied. In some cases, such a fall through allows the recursion to
continue. However, as a last resort, a model representing all possible behaviour
(a flower model) is returned by that step of the recursion. In that case, the
model will give no insights and be highly imprecise for the subset of activities

1 available from https://data.4tu.nl/repository/collection:event_logs_real

https://data.4tu.nl/repository/collection:event_logs_real
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[t]

Table 1. the number of footprints identified by IM�, IMa, IMf and IMfa on
filtered and non-filtered real-life event logs.

logs rec.

Lo
g

IM
f

IM
fa

IM
*

IM
a

IM
f

IM
fa

IM
*

IM
a

IM
f

IM
fa

IM
a

IM
f

IM
fa

IM
a

IM
f

IM
fa

IM
a

IM
fa

IM
*

IM
a

IM
f

IM
fa

IM
f

orig. 206 59% 58% 9 300 139 133 2% 71% 94% 95% 122 78 72 2 3 4 2 5 0.03 0.2 0.53 0.52 0.93
13.cp 4 100% 100% 3 8 3 3 0% 50% 100% 100% 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.19 0.62 0.62 0.88
13.in 4 75% 75% 3 6 5 5 0% 100% 67% 67% 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -0.01 0.54 0.54 0.63

RF 11 100% 100% 4 17 13 13 9% 100% 100% 100% 8 8 7 0 1 1 1 1 0.16 0.78 0.87 0.86 0.99
Sep 16 88% 88% 3 23 10 9 0% 69% 100% 100% 6 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.36 0.76 0.76 0.86

12 24 96% 96% 4 39 30 29 8% 71% 87% 91% 8 4 4 1 0 0 2 1 0.14 0.26 0.36 0.36 0.97
17 26 92% 92% 6 43 25 26 4% 69% 83% 83% 6 8 8 0 0 0 2 1 0.1 0.28 0.35 0.19 0.84
14 39 100% 100% 3 24 25 24 0% 15% 100% 100% 2 11 10 0 1 1 0 1 0 0.02 0.05 0.05 1

15.4 356 65% 65% 19 528 268 257 0% 77% 100% 100% 233 163 148 7 5 7 3 8 0 0.08 0.51 0.51 0.99
15.3 383 75% 75% 18 579 354 339 0% 77% 100% 100% 264 209 187 4 10 13 3 22 0 0.13 0.39 0.39 0.99
15.5 389 57% 57% 3 592 235 227 0% 74% 100% 100% 244 134 125 3 8 9 3 11 0 0.13 0.59 0.59 0.99
15.1 398 61% 61% 17 541 263 252 0% 84% 100% 99% 285 149 138 7 8 9 5 8 0 0.14 0.59 0.58 0.99
15.2 410 54% 54% 25 560 242 239 1% 84% 100% 100% 287 131 126 9 3 4 4 5 0 0.17 0.45 0.45 0.99

11 624 41% 39% 3 937 333 311 0% 57% 91% 91% 235 186 175 0 9 10 2 2 0 0.04 0.84 0.84 0.98
filtered 54 99% 99% 26 79 60 59 12% 93% 95% 100% 40 32 30 4 4 4 1 1 0.01 0.14 0.42 0.39 0.97

14 9 100% 100% 19 13 11 11 11% 89% 67% 100% 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 2 0 0.02 0.05 0.05 1
17 18 100% 100% 18 21 18 18 50% 100% 100% 100% 6 6 6 2 2 2 0 0 0.1 0.28 0.35 0.19 0.84

15.3 62 100% 100% 4 103 70 63 5% 84% 100% 100% 43 38 31 1 0 0 3 4 0 0.13 0.39 0.39 0.99
15.4 65 100% 100% 21 102 79 77 5% 92% 100% 100% 52 38 37 6 6 6 2 1 0 0.08 0.51 0.51 0.99
15.1 70 100% 100% 77 88 71 73 7% 99% 100% 100% 52 40 39 7 6 7 0 0 0 0.14 0.59 0.58 0.99
15.5 74 96% 96% 23 100 75 77 4% 99% 100% 100% 62 43 42 5 7 7 1 1 0 0.13 0.59 0.59 0.99
15.2 82 98% 98% 17 125 95 91 4% 88% 100% 100% 63 55 51 6 5 5 2 2 0 0.17 0.45 0.45 0.99

scale 0% 33% 0 250 500 750 0% 50% 75% 100% 0 60 120 0 10 20 30 0 0.3 0.6 0.9
66% 100% 180 240 300

4) precisisonor0) act 1) footprints 2) % act in footpr. 3) optionality seq.opt

in the sublog. Thus, the more footprints are identified by these algorithms, the
more behavioral relations are captured by the syntax of the discovered model
giving more insights into the process. In this experiment, we used the following 4
algorithms to compare the ability of the abstractions to identify footprints, i.e.,
meaningful behavioral relations, for as many activities as possible:

– Inductive Miner� (IM�), which is a version of Inductive Miner [17], tailor-made
for this experiment, that only uses the directly follows abstraction (αdfg) and
the footprints discussed in Section 5.

– Inductive Miner - all operators (IMa) [17] uses the αdfg, αmsd and αcoo ab-
stractions and all footprints mentioned in this paper.

– Inductive Miner - infrequent (IMf) [17] uses the αdfg and αmsd abstractions and
footprints, and discovers τ constructs (Definition 7.1) and nestedÑ-constructs
(Definition 7.3). Furthermore, IMf filters the αdfg abstraction if necessary to
handle infrequent behaviour (please refer to [17] for more details).

– Inductive Miner - infrequent & all operators (IMfa) [17] combines IMa and
IMf: it uses all abstractions and footprints, and filters the αdfg abstraction to
handle infrequent behaviour if necessary.

We applied the miners to the 13 original logs, as well as to 7 versions of the
logs provided by a recent process discovery benchmark [3] from which events
were removed for infrequent behaviour using the technique of [10].2

To answer Q1 and Q2, we measured (0) the number of activities that were

2 The filtered logs are available from http://doi.org/10.4121/uuid:
adc42403-9a38-48dc-9f0a-a0a49bfb6371.

http://doi.org/10.4121/uuid:adc42403-9a38-48dc-9f0a-a0a49bfb6371
http://doi.org/10.4121/uuid:adc42403-9a38-48dc-9f0a-a0a49bfb6371
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included in the model; (1) the number of footprints that were identified indicating
how many meaningful behavioral relations between activities could be found, (2)
the number of activities for which a footprint could be found, (3) the types of
footprints that were identified. Furthermore, we measured (4) the quality of the
resulting model as precision and the recall of the model with respect to the log.
We used the Projected Conformance Checking (PCC) [21] framework to measure
precision and recall, which projects the behaviour of event log and model onto all
subsets of activities (in our experiments, of size k � 2) and computes precision
and recall using automata. The PCC framework with k � 2 was the only measure
and parameter setting for which values could be obtained for all models and logs.
We report normalised precision pn � pp � pf q{p1 � pf q against the precision pf
of the flower model3. The experiment’s code is available [22].

The results are shown in Table 1 (all intermediate models are available
from [23]). Comparing IM� and IMa for unfiltered logs, group (1) shows that
αdfg alone leads to significantly less discovered footprints (9 on average) than
when αmsd and αcoo are also used (300 on average). Group (2) shows that using
αdfg alone only discovers meaningful behavioural relations for 2% of the activit-
ies, whereas also using αmsd and αcoo leads to meaningful behavioural relations
for 71% of the activities on average (93% on filtered logs). Group (3) shows
that in each log either optionality or αcoo footprints (or both) were discovered.
Group (4) shows that the discovery of more footprints (through αmsd and αcoo)
increases precision for all logs (except IMa on the 13.in-log). For the RF-log,
the use of αmsd and αcoo alone (IMa) leads to a highly precise and fully fitting
model. Models with optionality footprints introduce invisible skips which limits
the gain in precision.

The algorithms that filter the αdfg abstraction (IMf, IMfa) omit some activ-
ities from the abstraction and ultimately from the model (group (0)). For large
unfiltered logs, 39% - 75% of the activities remain in abstractions, for smaller or
filtered logs 100% remain. By group (2), using only αdfg, αmsd, and the optional-
ity footprints (IMf) leads to 94% of the remaining activities being in a meaningful
behavioural relation; also using αcoo (IMfa) increases this share further to 95%
for the unfiltered and 100% for the filtered logs. Group (3) shows that filtering
αdfg reduces the number of optionality footprints (IMf, IMfa vs IMa) and may
increase the αcoo footprint. Group (4) confirms again that filtering αdfg signific-
antly increases precision while reducing recall (the last column reports recall for
IMf, the value for IMfa differed by at most 0.01). In most cases, using αcoo and
αdfg-filtering together has no impact on precision, but in some cases precision
may decrease. The lower number of optionality footprints for the filtered logs
can be explained by the filtering procedure of [10], which seems to remove events
that could be skipped in other traces and thus have a lower frequency.

Altogether, we found that αdfg alone is insufficient to discover process models
from real-life event logs, answering Q1. Furthermore, αmsd, optionality footprints
and αcoo lead to significantly more behavioural relations discovered in all real-life
logs. Yet, not all logs benefit from αcoo and thus non-behaviour preserving steps
such as filtering αdfg remain necessary to obtain models of high precision and
recall, which answers Q2.

The following examples illustrate the influence of the different abstractions
on process discovery when applying IM� (Figure 13a), IMf (Figure 13b) and IMfa

3 NB: if not all activities are present in a process model, PCC might report a negative pn.
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(a) Inductive Miner IM�using only αdfg-
footprints.

(b) Inductive Miner - infrequent [17, IMf].

(c) Inductive Miner using αdfg- and αcoo-footprints [17, IMfa].

Figure 13. Excerpts from models discovered by IM�, IMf and IMfa on the BPI
Challenge 2012 log.

(Figure 13c) on BPIC12 [11] filtered to only contain start and completion events,
which was recorded from a loan application process in a Dutch financial institu-
tion. All three models express that A_ACTIVATED, O_ACCEPTED, A_APPROVED and
A_REGISTERED are executed concurrently, which holds in ¡ 99% of the traces.
However, only in figures 13b and 13c, execution of any activity shown implies the
execution of W_Valideren aanvraag, which also holds in ¡ 99% of the traces.
The model in Figure 13b describes that W_Nabellen incomplete dossiers is
followed by either O_DECLINED or all 4 activities below it, but this dependency
is violated in 34% of the traces. In contrast, this dependency is absent in the
model in Figure 13c due to the inclusive choice gateway. These examples together
illustrate that the use of more footprints and constructs might reveal informa-
tion that would otherwise remain undiscovered and can increase the reliability
of constraints that are recovered from event logs.
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9. Conclusion

In this paper, we studied capabilities of abstractions in process discovery for
preserving and inferring information from event logs. In particular, we formally
studied the inherent limitations of three concrete abstractions for encoding and
recovering infinite behavior from a finite abstraction. As information cannot be
fully preserved on finite abstractions even for regular languages [27] we focused
on block-structured process models. We defined a formal research framework
which we instantiated and applied for three different abstractions. We tightly
characterised the behaviour which can be preserved and recovered from the fre-
quently used directly-follows abstraction αdfg. To overcome the limits of αdfg,
we developed the minimum self-distance αmsd and the concurrent-optional-or
αcoo abstractions. We thereby established for the first time precise boundaries
for information preservation and recovery also for interleaving, unobservable be-
havior due to skipping and inclusive choices, demonstrating the versatility of the
research framework.

The principles and hard information-preservation limits identified in this pa-
per have implications on process mining applications. First, algorithms using any
of the discussed abstractions αdfg, αmsd, αcoo are limited to correctly recovering
only models from the classes these abstractions actually can distinguish; mod-
els outside this call will inevitably be misidentified. Second, our results guar-
antee that on any finite log L1 � LpMq of some unknown process M where
αpL1q � αpLq, an algorithm using α has sufficient information to rediscover
γpαpL1qq � M � γpαpLqq. Algorithms such as Inductive Miner [18] use this
principle to obtain information about M from the abstraction αpL1q, but also
leverage more information from L1 to handle deficiencies in smaller event logs.
Third, the formal results and our evaluation on 13 real-life logs show that αdfg

alone is too limited to reliably preserve and recover information of real-life pro-
cesses; any discovery algorithm aiming to reliably recover all behavior a real-life
process needs to use more information than αdfg, such as provided by αmsd or
αcoo. Fourth, when combining αdfg with αmsd and αcoo, significantly more beha-
viour, in particular inclusive choices and unobservable behavior due to skips, not
considered previously, can be correctly recovered from these abstractions also
in the presence of infrequent and noisy behaviour. Particularly, αmsd and αcoo

are central to feasible outcomes of process discovery on real-life logs. Ultimately,
as our results are defined on the abstractions and independent of any specific
discovery algorithm, they can be used in any process mining technique using ab-
stractions. Information-preservation properties of αdfg are already exploited in
discovering process models from event streams [46] and in maintaining database
indexes for efficient discovery from large event data [35, 36]. The results of this
work show that to fully preserve and recover behavioral information in these
settings, further abstractions and indices must be developed. The results of this
work may provide templates for the required data structures.

Limitations of our study are that our characterisation for behaviour preserved
under abstraction states tight sufficient conditions but lacks necessary conditions.
Further, although the evaluation shows the applicability on real-life logs, we
only prove information preservation and recovery results for block-structured
processes with unique activities, leaving other types of models as future work.
The abstraction α determines when a log is complete to allow discovering the
correct model, that is, when αpL1q � αpLpMqq for L1 � LpMq. As we have
shown, for most processes more than one abstraction have to be considered to
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preserve all information. The question when a log L1 is large enough (also in
presence of noise) to be complete in all relevant abstractions (without knowing
LpMq) is an open question to which this paper may serve as input.

Finally, the results of this paper could inform further research in process min-
ing. The results obtained in this paper could support the development of better
generalisation measures to quantify the degree with which a model captures fu-
ture, unseen behaviour [9]. The information preservation by abstractions is also
relevant for the management and analysis of event data in distributed settings,
where not all information can or shall be shared explicitly between two differ-
ent sources, but instead information-preserving abstractions or projections of
the data may be shared guaranteeing or preventing the reconstruction of certain
information from the source data.
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A. Semantics of Process Trees

Definition A.1 (process tree semantics). Let Σ be an alphabet of activities and
let `L be a language-combination function, then

Lpaq � txayu for a P Σ

Lpτq � tεu
Lp`pM1, . . .Mnqq � `LpLpM1q, . . .LpMnqq

Then, the semantics of process tree operators can be described by a specific
language-combination function `L, depending on the operator `:

Definition A.2 (process tree operator semantics). Let � be a language shuffle
function shuffling the events in traces t1 . . . tn, and languages L1 . . . Ln:

t P t1 � . . .� tn ô Dfunction f

@1¤i1 i2¤|t|^fpi1q�pt,k1q^fpi2q�ptj ,k2q k1   k2 ^

@1¤i¤n^fpiq�pt,kq tpiq � tjpkq

L1 � L2 � . . . Ln � tt | @1¤i¤n ti P Li ^ t � t1 � t2 � . . . tnu

Furthermore, let ppnq denote the set of all permutations of the numbers 1 . . . n
and let qpnq denote the set of all subsets of the numbers 1 . . . n. Then,

�LpL1, . . . , Lnq � L1 Y L2 Y . . .Y Ln
ÑLpL1, . . . , Lnq � L1 � L2 � � �Ln

ØLpL1, . . . , Lnq �
¤

pi1...inqPppnq

ÑLpLi1 , . . . , Linq

^LpL1, . . . , Lnq � L1 � L2 � . . . Ln

_LpL1, . . . , Lnq �
¤

ti1...imuPqpnq

^LpLi1 , . . . , Limq

öLpL1, . . . , Lnq � L1 � p�L �pL2, . . . , Lnq � L1q
� for ö, n ¥ 2

B. Footprints

B.1. Directly Follows (Definition 5.2)

Let αdfg be a directly follows relation and let c � p`,Σ1, . . .Σnq be a cut,
consisting of a process tree operator ` P t�,Ñ,Ø,^,öu and a partition of
activities with parts Σ1 . . .Σn such that Σpαdfgq �

�
1¤i¤n Σi and @1¤i j¤n ΣiX

Σj � H.

– Exclusive choice. c is an exclusive choice cut in αdfg if ` � � and

x.1 No part is connected to any other part:
@1¤i¤n,1¤j¤n,i�j @aPΣi,bPΣj

 αdfgpa, bq ^  αdfgpb, aq

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn
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– Sequential. c is a sequence cut in αdfg if ` � Ñ and

s.1 Each node in a part is indirectly and only connected to all nodes in the
parts “after” it:
@1¤i j¤n @aPΣi,bPΣj

αdfg
�pa, bq ^  αdfg

�pb, aq

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn

– Interleaved. c is an interleaved cut in αdfg if ` � Ø and

i.1 Between parts, all and only connections exist from an end to a start activ-
ity:
@1¤i¤n,1¤j¤n,i�j @aPΣi,bPΣj

αdfgpa, bq ô pa P End^b P Startq

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn

– Concurrent. c is a concurrent cut in αdfg if ` � ^ and

c.1 Each part contains a start and an end activity:
@1¤i¤n Startpαdfgq X Σi � H^ Endpαdfgq X Σi � H

c.2 All parts are fully interconnected:
@1¤i n,1¤j¤n,i�j @aPΣi,bPΣj

αdfgpa, bq ^ αdfgpb, aq

Σ1

Σ2

. . . Σn

– Loop. c is a loop cut in αdfg if ` � ö and

l.1 All start and end activities are in the body (i.e. the first) part:
Startpαdfgq Y Endpαdfgq � Σ1

l.2 Only start/end activities in the body part have connections from/to other
parts:
@2¤j¤n @aPΣ1,bPΣj

αdfgpa, bq ñ a P Endpαdfgq
@2¤j¤n @aPΣ1,bPΣj

αdfgpb, aq ñ a P Startpαdfgq

l.3 Redo parts have no connections to other redo parts:
@2¤i¤n,2¤j¤n,i�j @aPΣi,bPΣj  αdfgpa, bq ^  αdfgpb, aq
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l.4 If an activity from a redo part has a connection to/from the body part,
then it has connections to/from all start/end activities:
@2¤i¤n @aPStart,bPΣi αdfgpb, aq ô @cPStartpαdfgq αdfgpb, cq
@2¤i¤n @aPEnd,bPΣi αdfgpa, bq ô @cPEndpαdfgq αdfgpc, bq

Σ1

Σ2

. . .

Σn

B.2. Minimum Self-Distance (Definition 6.3)

Let αmsd be a minimum self-distance graph and let c � p`,Σ1, . . .Σnq be a
cut, consisting of a process tree operator ` P t�,Ñ,Ø,^,öu and a partition of
activities with parts Σ1 . . .Σn such that Σpαmsdq �

�
1¤i¤n Σi and @1¤i j¤n ΣiX

Σj � H.

– Concurrent and interleaved. If ` � ^ or ` � Ø, then in αmsd:

ci.1 There are no αmsd connections between parts:
@iPr1...ns,i�jPr1...ns @aPΣi,bPΣj  αmsdpa, bq

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn

– Loop. If ` � ö then in αmsd:

l.1 Each activity has an outgoing edge:
@aPΣpαmsdq DbPΣpαmsdq,b�a αmsdpa, bq

l.2 All redo activities that have a connection to a body activity, have connec-
tions to the same body activities:

@2¤i¤n,2¤j¤n @aPΣi,bPΣj
ptc | αmsdpa, cqu X Σ1 � H^

tc | αmsdpb, cqu X Σ1 � Hq ñ

tc | αmsdpa, cqu X Σ1 � tc | αmsdpb, cqu X Σ1

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn

l.3 All body activities that have a connection to a redo activity, have connec-
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tions to the same redo activities:

@a,bPΣ1 ptc | αmsdpa, cqu X ΣpαmsdqzΣ1 � H^

tc | αmsdpb, cqu X ΣpαmsdqzΣ1 � Hq ñ

tc | αmsdpa, cqu X ΣpαmsdqzΣ1 � tc | αmsdpb, cqu X ΣpαmsdqzΣ1

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn

l.4 No two activities from different redo children have an αmsd-connection:
@2¤i j¤n @aPΣi,bPΣj

 αmsdpa, bq ^  αmsdpb, aq

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn

B.3. Sequence with �pτ, .q-constructs: (Definition 7.3)

Let Σ be an alphabet of activities, let αdfg be a directly follows graph over Σ and
let C � pÑ, S1, . . . Smq be a Ñ-cut of αdfg according to Definition 5.2. Then, a
partial cut pÑ,Σ1, . . .Σnq is a partial Ñ-cut if there is a pivot Σp such that:

s.1 The partial cut is a consecutive part of C:
D1¤s¤m @1¤j¤n Ss�j�1 � Σj

s.2 There are no end activities before the pivot in the partial cut:
@xPr1...p�1s Σx X Endpαdfgq � H

s.3 There are no start actvities after the pivot in the partial cut:
@xPrp�1...ns Σx X Startpαdfgq � H

s.4 There are no directly follows edges bypassing the pivot in the partial cut:
@xPr1...p�1s @aPΣx

@αdfgpa,bq DyPr1...ps b P Σy
@yPrp�1...ns @bPΣy

@αdfgpa,bq DxPrp...ns a P Σx
s.5 The partial cut can be tightly avoided:

D1¤x s,s�n¤y¤m DaPSx,bPSy
αdfgpa, bq

_ D1¤x s DaPSx
a P Endpαdfgq

_ Ds�n¤y¤m DbPSy
b P Startpαdfgq

_ ε P αdfg

Ss�1 Σ1 Σi ΣnΣ1 Σp Σn Ss�n

end of definition
Partial cuts are considered only when close enough to the root of the process

tree. We formalise this in sequence-optional stems (so-stems). If we consider a
process tree as a graph, then the so-stem is the connected subgraph that starts
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at the root of the tree and that consists of Ñ- and �-nodes. In addition, �-nodes
are only included if such nodes have two children of which one is a τ :

Definition B.1 (sequence-optional tree and stem). A reduced process tree M �
`pM1, . . .Mnq is an so-tree if and only if ` � Ñ, or if ` � �, n � 2 and
Mi � τ for some i P r1 . . . ns. The so-stem of a reduced process tree M is the
smallest set so-stempMq with:

– if M is a so-tree, then M P so-stempMq;

– for each `pM1, . . .Mnq P so-stempMq and each Mi, i P r1 . . . ns holds: if Mi is
a so-tree, then Mi P so-stempMq

(For this set, we assume that subtrees can be distinguished.)

For instance, the following tree has an so-stem, and P1, P2 and P4 are non-
optional non-sequential subtrees: �

Ñ

�

Ñ

. . .5P4

τ

�

Ñ

. . .3P2

τ

P1

τ

All subtrees shown

here are sequential. Some subtrees can be skipped, however dependencies exist:
if a subtree is executed, then each “P -sibling” at any higher level is executed as
well. For instance, if . . .3 is executed, then P2 is executed, as well as P1. The
challenge in preserving information in the abstraction is to not combine P1 with
P2 in a partial cut without . . .3 and not to combine . . .3 and P4 without P2.

Lemma B.1 (Partial Ñ-cut for process trees). Let M be a reduced process tree
without duplicate activities and with an so-stem, and let M 1 � �pτ,ÑpM 1

1, . . .M
1
nqq P

so-stempMq. Let S be a partition of ΣpMq such that @iPr1...ns ΣpM 1
iq P S . Then,

pÑ,ΣpM 1
1q, . . .ΣpM

1
nqq is a partial Ñ-cut of αdfgpMq over S.

By the reduction rules, at least one of the children is not optional: DiPr1...ns  ?pMiq.
This child is the pivot. By the reduction rules, a pivot cannot be a sequential
node itself. Then, this lemma follows from inspection of semantics of process
trees.

B.4. Concurrent-Optional-Or: _ (Definition 7.7)

Let Σ be an alphabet of activities, S a partition of Σ, let αcoopSq be a coo-graph,
let αdfg be a directly follows graph, and let C � p_,Σ1, . . .Σnq be a partial cut
such that @1¤i¤n Σi P S. Then, C is a partial _-cut if in αcoopSq and αdfg:

o.1 C is a part of a concurrent cut p^, X1, . . . Xmq (Definition 5.2):
@1¤i¤n D1¤j¤m Σi � Xj

o.2 all parts are interchangeable in αcoopSq:
@1¤i j¤n Σi_ Σj
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Σ1

Σ2

. . . Σn

B.5. Concurrent-Optional-Or: ^ (Definition 7.8)

Let Σ be an alphabet of activities, S a partition of Σ, let αcoopSq be a coo-graph,
let αdfg be a directly follows graph, and let C � p^,Σ1, . . .Σnq be a partial cut
such that @1¤i¤n Σi P S. Then, C is a partial ^-cut if in αcoopSq and αdfg:

c.1 C is a part of a concurrent cut p^, X1, . . . Xmq (Definition 5.2):
@1¤i¤n D1¤j¤m Σi � Xj

Furthermore, in αcoopSq:
– EITHER –

c.2.1 all parts bi-imply one another:
@1¤i j¤n ΣiñΣj ^ ΣjñΣi

Σ1

Σ2

. . . Σn

– OR –

c.3.1 the first part is optional:
? Σ1

c.3.2 The first part implies the other parts:
@iPr2...ns Σ1ñΣi

c.3.3 All non-first parts bi-imply one another:
@i,jPr2...ns^i�j ΣiñΣj

c.3.4 No non-first part Σi is implied by any part not in C:
 DiPr2...ns^Σ1PSztΣ1,...Σnu pΣi �ñ Σ1 ^ Σ1ñΣiq

Σ1

Σ2

. . . Σn
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M21 � Ø

e�

^

dc

^

ba

M22 � ^

e�

^

dc

^

ba

(a) Language-different process trees.

a
b

c

d

e

(b) αdfgpM21q � αdfgpM22q

Figure 14. An example for the necessity of Requirement Cdfg.i.1: the trees have
different languages but equivalent directly follows graphs. These trees differ in
their root operator: activity e can be executed before and after each all other
activities, making the difference between interleaved and concurrent invisible.

end of definition
Similar to so-stems, when considering a process tree M as a graph, the coo-

stem of M is the connected subgraph starting at the root of M consisting of ^-,
_-, and � nodes (the latter ones only if they have two children of which one is
a τ).

Definition B.2 (concurrent-optional-or tree and stem). A reduced process tree
M � `pM1, . . .Mnq is a coo-tree if and only if ` P t^,_u, or if ` � �, n � 2
and Mi � τ for some i P r1 . . . ns. The coo-stem of a reduced process tree M is
the smallest set coo-stempMq with:

– if M is a coo-tree, then M P coo-stempMq;

– for each `pM1, . . .Mnq P coo-stempMq and each Mi, i P r1 . . . ns holds: if Mi

is a coo-tree, then Mi P coo-stempMq

(For this set, we assume that subtrees can be distinguished.)

Lemma B.2 (partial ^- and _-cuts for process trees). Let M be a reduced
process tree without duplicate activities and with an coo-stem, and let M 1 �
`pM 1

1, . . .M
1
nq P coo-stem, with ` P t^,_u. Let S be a partition of ΣpMq such

that @iPr1...ns ΣpM 1
iq P S. Then, p`,ΣpM 1

1q, . . .ΣpM
1
nqq is a partial `-cut of the

coo-graph αcoopLpMq, Sq.
This lemma follows from inspection of the semantics of process trees.

C. Class Counterexamples

C.1. Cdfg

See figures 14, 15 and 16.

D. Uniqueness for αdfg

D.1. Lemma 5.2.

Lemma: Take two reduced process trees of Cdfg K � `pK1, . . .Knq and M �
bpM1, . . .Mmq such that ` � b. Then αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.
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M23 � Øpa,Øpb, cqq

M24 � Øpb,Øpc, aqq

M25 � Øpc,Øpb, aqq

M26 � Øpa, b, cq

(a) Language-different process trees.

P

Q

R

(b) αdfgpM23q � αdfgpM24q � αdfgpM25q �
αdfgpM26q

Figure 15. An example for the necessity of Requirement Cdfg.i.2: four trees hav-
ing different languages but equivalent directly follows graphs. The difference
between these trees are “semi-long-dependencies”, e.g. in M23, a cannot be ex-
ecuted between b and c, and such dependencies cannot be captured by a directly
follows relation.

M27 � Ø

^

e�

dc

Ñ

ba

M28 � Ø

e�

dc

Ñ

ba

(a) Language-different process trees.

a
b

c

d

e

(b) αdfgpM27q � αdfgpM28q

Figure 16. An example for the necessity of Requirement Cdfg.i.3. Activity e
witnesses ambiguity: e can be concurrent to �pc, dq (M27) or interleaved to all
other activities (M28).

Proof. Towards contradiction, assume that αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq. By the reduction
rules of Section 4, n ¥ 2 and m ¥ 2. Perform case distinction on ` to prove that
αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.

` � � By semantics of the � operator and the reduction rules, there exist at
least n unconnected parts in αdfgpKq (see Lemma 5.1). As b � � and by the
semantics of the other operators, αdfgpMq is connected, so αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.

` � Ñ By semantics of the the Ñ operator, αdfgpKq is a chain of at least n
clusters (see Lemma 5.1). As b � Ñ and by the semantics of the other oper-
ators, αdfgpMq is not a chain (for �, the graph is not connected while for Ø,
^ and ö, the graph is a clique), so αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.

` � ^ By semantics of the ^ operator, αdfgpKq consists of at least n fully
interconnected clusters (see Lemma 5.1). Perform case distinction on the (due
to symmetry) remaining cases of b:

b � ö We try to construct a concurrent cut p^,Σ1, . . .Σpq for M . Take an
activity a P StartpM1q. By Requirement Cdfg.l.1, a R EndpM1q. Take an
activity b P ΣpMqzΣpM1q. Then, by semantics of ö,  αdfgpa, bq and by
Requirement c.2, a and b are part of the same Σ in the cut we are con-
structing, e.g. Σ1. This holds for all a and b, thus ΣpMq � Σ1. Hence, there
is no non-trivial concurrent cut, and αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.

b � Ø By Cdfg, D1¤i¤n DaPΣpMiq a R StartpMiq _ a R EndpMiq. Take such an
Mi and a. As either a R StartpMiq or a R EndpMiq, there’s no connection
to/from a to any other subtree, i.e. @1¤j¤n,j�i @bPΣpMjq  αdfgpb, aq _
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 αdfgpa, bq. If we would construct a concurrent cut p^,Σ1 . . .Σpq, then
both a and all such b’s would be in the same Σ, e.g. tauYpΣpKqzΣpMjquq �
Σ1. This holds for all activities of StartpMiq and EndpMiq. Hence, if we
would construct a concurrent cut, all StartpKq and EndpKq activities would
be part of the same Σ. Therefore, there cannot be a non-trivial concurrent
cut for K and hence, αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.

` � ö Perform case distinction on the remaining case of b:

b � Ø We try to construct a loop cut pö,Σ1, . . .Σnq. Consider a childMi, and
an activity s from the start activities of another child. Moreover, consider
a path αdfgpa1, a2q . . . αdfgpap�1, apq such that all activities on the path
are in ΣpMiq, and a1 P StartpMiq and ap P EndpMiq. By Lemma 5.1,
a1 P Σ1 ^ ap P Σ1. Consider activity a2. If a2 P StartpMiq, then a2 P Σ1.
If a2 P EndpMiq, then a2 P Σ1. If a2 R StartpMiq ^ a2 R EndpMiq, then
by the semantics of Ø,  αdfgps, a2q. If a2 would be in Σ2, as it has a
connection αdfgpa1, a2q, by the semantics of ö there should be a connection
αdfgps, a2q. Thus, a2 P Σ1. This argument holds for the entire path, and by
construction of αdfgpMq each activity is on such a path, thus ΣpMiq � Σ1.
This holds for all children Mi, so there cannot be a non-trivial loop cut.
Hence, αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.

As these arguments are symmetric in ` and b, we conclude that αdfgpKq �
αdfgpMq.

D.2. Lemma 5.3.

Lemma: Take two reduced process trees of Cdfg K � `pK1 . . .Knq and M �
`pM1 . . .Mmq such that their activity partition is different: D1¤w¤minpn,mq ΣpKwq �
ΣpMwq. Then, αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that children of the non-commutative
operators (Ñ,ö) have a fixed order. Towards contradiction, assume that αdfgpKq �
αdfgpMq. Perform case distinction on ` (the case for K and M swapped is sym-
metric):

` � � Take a pair of activities a, b such that a P ΣpKxq, a P ΣpMyq, b P
ΣpKxq and b R ΣpMyq (choose x and y as desired). Obviously, if the activity
partitions of K and M are different such a pair exists. By the reduction rules,
no child K1 . . .Kn is an exclusive-choice subtree itself, and by semantics of
the other operators there is an undirected path in αdfgpKq, i.e. aú b in
αdfgpKq. However, as a P ΣpMyq ^ b R ΣpMyq, a �ú b in αdfgpMq. Hence,
αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.

` � Ñ Take a P ΣpKiq and b P ΣpKjq such that i   j. Then by the Ñ-cut,
αdfg

�pa, bq ^  αdfg
�pb, aq. By the reduction rules, all children of K and M

are not Ñ-nodes themselves, thus, by the semantics of the other operators
(� is unconnected, ^ and ö are strongly connected), either  αdfgpa, bq or
αdfg

�pb, aq. Then, a P ΣpMxq ^ b P ΣpMyq with x   y. This holds for all
such a and b, hence @1¤i¤n�m ΣpKiq � ΣpMiq, which contradicts the initial
assumption.

` � ^ To prove the equality of the activity partitions, we consider two sym-
metrical directions: a) if two activities are in the same Σi in K, then they are
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in the same Σi in M . b) if two activities are in the same Σi in M , then they
are in the same Σi in K.
Consider a child Mx. Perform case distinction on the structure of Mx:

Mx � a A single activity cannot be split. Thus, ΣpKxq �
ΣpMxq.

Mx � �pMx1
, . . .Mxp

q Take two activities a P ΣpMx1
q and b P ΣpMx2

q. By
semantics of �,  αdfgpa, bq. Thus, in a concurrent cut, a and b should be
part of the same Σ. This holds for all such activities of all children of Mx,
thus ΣpKxq � ΣpMxq.

Mx � ÑpMx1
, . . .Mxp

q Similar, using that either  αdfgpa, bq or  αdfgpb, aq.

Mx � ^pMx1
, . . .Mxp

q Excluded by the reduction rules.

Mx � öpMx1
, . . .Mxp

q By Cdfg, there is at least one child Mxi
such that

StartpMxi
q X EndpMxi

q � H. Take such a Mxi
and an a from ΣpMxi

q.
Furthermore, take b from any other child. There are three cases for a: a R
StartpMxi

q, a R EndpMxi
q or both. For all these three cases,  αdfgpa, bq_

 αdfgpb, aq. Thus, by argumentation similar to the� case, ΣpKxq � ΣpMxq.

Mx � ØpMx1 , . . .Mxpq Similar to the ö case.

Hence, ΣpKxq � ΣpMxq. This holds for all ΣpMxq and by symmetry for all
ΣpKxq. Hence, @1¤i¤n ΣpKiq � ΣpMiq, which contradicts the initial assump-
tion.

` � ö Consider ΣpKiq for some 2 ¤ i ¤ n. By the reduction rules, Ki is of
the form �p. . .q. By semantics of the other operators, for all a, b P ΣpKiq,
there exists an undirected path aú b in αdfgpKq, such that all activities on
this undirected path are in Ki. Between all the activities on this path, there
exists a connection in αdfgpKiq, and none of the activities on this path is in
StartpKq or EndpKq. By Lemma 5.1, in a non-trivial loop cut, (without loss
of generality) ΣpKiq � ΣpMiq.
Let K1 � bpK11 , . . .K1pq. Perform case distinction on b:

b � � Take a child K1i . By the reduction rules, this child is not an �. For
all activities a P StartpK1iq, b P EndpK1iq, there exist a directed path
αdfg

�pa, bq, such that this path is completely in ΣpK1i
q. Furthermore, take

an activity c P EndpK1j�i
q. By semantics of �, c has no directly follows

connection to any node on the path. Towards contradiction, assume there’s
a first node d on the path R ΣpM1q. Then, by semantics of ö, there should
be a connection αdfgpc, dq. This holds for all activities d and children i, so
ΣpK1q � ΣpM1q.

b � Ñ Similar to the �-case.

b � ^ StartpKqYEndpKq � ΣpM1q, thus we only need to consider non-start
non-end activities. Take such an activity a in child K1i , and take an activity
b P EndpK1j�iq. By semantics of ^, αdfgpa, bq; by Cdfg, b R StartpK1q; thus
by Lemma 5.1, a P ΣpM1q. This holds for all a, so ΣpK1q � ΣpM1q.

b � ö Excluded by the reduction rules.

b � Ø Similar to the �-case.

` � Ø Take a w such that ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq and let Kw � bpKw1 . . .Kwpq.
Perform case distinction on b:

b � � By semantics of �, no end activity of Kw1
has a connection to any
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start activity of any other Kwj
. Thus, as M contains an interleaved activity

partition, ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

b � Ñ Similar to the � case.

b � ^ By Cdfg, at least one child of Kw has disjoint start and end activ-
ities. Take such a child Kwy

, and consider two activities: a R StartpKwy
q

and b P ΣpKwqzKwy
. By semantics of ^, αdfgpb, aq. Then, by Lemma 5.1,

a P ΣpMwq and b P ΣpMwq. This holds for all b and by symmetry for
StartpKwy q Y EndpKwy q. By semantics of Ø, non-start non-end activ-
ities only have connections with start/end activities of Kw. Therefore,
ΣpKwqzpStartpKwq Y EndpKwqq � ΣpMwq. Hence, ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

b � ö By semantics of Ø, non-start non-end activities only have connec-
tions with start/end activities of Kw. Therefore, ΣpKwqzpStartpKwq Y
EndpKwqq � ΣpMwq. All activities P StartpKwq Y EndpKwq have con-
nections from/to EndpKw2

q Y StartpKw2
q, thus StartpKwq Y EndpKwq �

ΣpMwq. Hence, ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

b � Ø Excluded by Cdfg.

By contradiction, we conclude αdfgK � αdfgM .

E. Uniqueness for Cmsd

Lemma E.1 (Operators are mutually exclusive). Take two reduced process trees
of Cmsd K � `pK1, . . .Knq and M � bpM1, . . .Mmq such that ` � b. Then
αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq or αmsdpKq � αmsdpMq.

This proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.2: for each com-
bination of ` and b, a difference in αmsd-graphs is shown. For a detailed proof,
please refer to Appendix E.2.

Lemma E.2 (Partitions are mutually exclusive). Take two reduced process trees
of Cdfg K � `pK1 . . .Knq and M � `pM1 . . .Mmq such that their activity par-
tition is different: D1¤w¤minpn,mq ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq. Then, αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq
or αmsdpKq � αmsdpMq.

This proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.3: for each `, it is
shown that a difference in partitions must lead to a difference in αmsd-graphs.
For a detailed proof, please refer to Appendix E.3.

Lemma E.3 (Abstraction uniqueness for Cmsd). Take two reduced process trees
of class Cmsd: K � `pK1, . . .Knq and M � bpM1, . . .Mmq. Then, K � M if
and only if αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq and αmsdpKq � αmsdpMq.

The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.4, using lemmas E.1
and E.2.

Corollary E.1 (Language uniqueness for Cmsd). There are no two different
reduced process trees of Cmsd with equal languages. Hence, for trees of class
Cmsd, the normal form of Section 4 is uniquely defined.
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E.1. LC property

The minimum self-distance graph possesses more expressive power than the foot-
prints of Definition 6.3 utilise. That is, there exist pairs of process trees that have
different normal forms, languages and αmsd-graphs, but that the footprints do
not distinguish.

For instance, consider the trees M12 � ö

d^

cö

ba

and M13 � ö

b^

aö

dc

. These

trees have a different language, an equivalent αdfg-graph (shown in Figure 9b)
but a different αmsd-graph (shown in figures 9c and 9d). Thus, they could be
distinguished using their αmsd-graph.

However, the footprint (Definition 6.3) cannot distinguish these trees: both
cuts pö, ta, b, cu, tduq and pö, ta, c, du, tbuq are valid in both αmsd-graphs, where
pö, ta, b, cu, tduq corresponds to M12 and pö, ta, c, du, tbuq corresponds to M13.
This implies that a discovery algorithm that uses only the footprint cannot dis-
tinguish these two trees.

This problem occurs in certain nestings of loops and concurrent operators, as
indicated in the proof of Lemma E.2. We formalise this remaining problem as a
loop-concurrency property (LC-property). An LC-property could distinguish the
specific nesting using only the αmsd-graph.

Definition E.1 (LC-property). Let K,M P Cmsd be process trees in normal
form such that K � ö

Kn. . .K2K1 � ^

K1,p. . .K1,1

, M � ö

Mn. . .M2M1 � ^

M1,q. . .M1,1

,

and αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq. Then, an LC-property LC is a function that dis-
tinguishes the cuts of K and M in their minimum self-distance graphs, i.e.
LCpαmsdpKqq ^LCpαmsdpMqq if and only if the cut pö,ΣpK1q, . . .ΣpKnqq con-
forms to both K and M .

Consider Cmsd
1 to be the class of trees Cmsd where arbitrary nestings of ö and

^ are allowed, that is, Requirement Cmsd.l.1 is dropped. Then, if an LC-property
exists, Lemma E.2 applies for Cmsd

1.

We did not find an LC-property, but we also did not prove that it cannot exist.
A proof that an LC-property cannot exist would, for instance, be the existence
of an example of two process trees of Cmsd

1 in normal form with equivalent αmsd-
graphs. We did not find such examples in an extensive search, so we conjecture
that an LC-property exists:

Conjecture E.1 (LC-property). There exists an LC-property (Definition E.1).
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E.2. Lemma E.1

Lemma: Take two reduced process trees of Cmsd K � `pK1, . . .Knq and M �
bpM1, . . .Mmq such that ` � b. Then αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq or αmsdpKq �
αmsdpMq.

Proof. Towards contradiction, assume αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq and αmsdpKq � αmsdpMq.
We only consider the cases that were not covered in the proof of Lemma 5.2.

` � ^ and b � ö. We try to construct a concurrent cut Σ1 . . .Σq for M . By
Requirement c.1, every such Σi must have a start and an end activity. Thus, we
only need to prove that StartpM1q YEndpM1q � Σ1. Perform case distinction
on M1:

M1 � �pM11 , . . .M1pq Each a P ΣpM1iq has no αdfg-connection to any activ-
ity in ΣpMj�iq. Therefore, StartpM1q Y EndpM1q � Σ1.

M1 � ÑpM11
, . . .M1p

q Each a P ΣpM1i
q has no αdfg-connection to any activ-

ity in ΣpMj iq. Therefore, StartpM1q Y EndpM1q � Σ1.

M1 � ^p. . .q Consider three cases:

– If any of the M2¤i¤p contains a ö, consider an activity a in the redo of
that ö. By semantics of ö, there is no αdfg-connection between a and
any activity in ΣpM1q. Therefore, StartpM1q Y EndpM1q � Σ1.

– If none of the M2¤i¤p contains a ö and M1 does not contain a ö,
then the αmsd-graph is connected and therefore by Requirement ci.1,
ΣpMq � Σ1.

– If none of the M2¤i¤p contains a ö and M1 contains a ö, then con-
sider an activity a under a redo of any such ö, and any activity b P
ΣpM2¤i¤mq. By semantics of ö,  αdfgpa, bq and  αdfgpb, aq, thus a
and b must be in the same Σ1. All activities StartpM1qYEndpM1q have
at least an αmsd-connection with at least some activity in the redo of a
ö. Thus, by Requirement ci.1, StartpM1q Y EndpM1q � Σ1.

M1 � öp. . .q Excluded by Cmsd.

M1 � Øp. . .q By Cmsd, there exists a childM1i such that StartpM1iqX
EndpM1iq � H. Thus, all activities in EndpM1j�iq have no αdfg-connection
to EndpM1i

q, and similarly for the activities of StartpM1j
q. Therefore,

StartpM1q Y EndpM1q � Σ1.

Hence, there is no concurrent cut in M and therefore αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.

` � ö and b � Ø. No change necessary.

E.3. Lemma E.2

Lemma: Take two reduced process trees of Cdfg K � `pK1 . . .Knq and M �
`pM1 . . .Mmq such that their activity partition is different: D1¤w¤minpn,mq ΣpKwq �
ΣpMwq. Then, αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq or αmsdpKq � αmsdpMq.

Proof. Towards contradiction, assume that` � b, αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq, αmsdpKq �
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αmsdpMq and that there is a w such that ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq. We only consider
the cases that were not covered in the proof of Lemma 5.2.

` � ^ and Mx � öpMx1
, . . .Mxp

q. Try to construct a ^-cut and prove that
ΣpMxq � Σx. Consider three cases:

– If any of the Mx2¤i¤p
contains a ö, consider an activity a in the redo of

that ö. By semantics of ö, there is no αdfg-connection between a and any
activity in ΣpMx1q. Therefore, ΣpMx1q � Σx. This holds for all such a,
thus all such redo-activities are in Σx. Consider all remaining activities,
i.e. b P ΣpMxj�iq such that b is in no other ö-redo than Mx. For each of
these activities b, there is a αmsd-relation with an activity in Σx1

or an
activity such as a. Thus, ΣpMxq � Σx.

– If none of the Mx2¤i¤p contains a ö and Mx1 does not contain a ö, then
the αmsd-graph is connected and therefore ΣpMxq � Σx.

– If none of the Mx2¤i¤p
contains a ö and Mx1

contains a ö, then consider
an activity a under a redo of any such ö, and any activity b P ΣpMx2¤i¤mq.
By semantics of ö,  αdfgpa, bq and  αdfgpb, aq, thus a and b must be in
the same Σx. All activities in ΣpMx1q have at least an αmsd-connection
with at least some activity in the redo of a ö, Thus, ΣpMxq � Σx.

` � ö and K1 � ^pK1,1, . . .K1,pq. Try to construct a ö-cut and prove that
ΣpK1q � Σ1. By semantics of ö, StartpK1q Y EndpK1q � Σ1. Take an activ-
ity a P ΣpK1q, such that a R StartpK1q Y EndpK1q, and take another b P�

1¤i¤n ΣpKiq such that b P StartpK1qYEndpK1q. Then, b P Σ1. Perform case
distinction on b:

b R EndpK1q Then, αdfgpb, aq and thus a P Σ1.

b R StartpK1q Then, αdfgpa, bq and thus a P Σ1.

b P StartpK1q X EndpK1q Excluded by Cmsd. (Here the LC-property (Conjec-
ture E.1) would detect and guarantee a P Σ1).

F. Uniqueness for αcoo

Given a particular language, several partial cuts might apply. In this section,
we prove that each of these partial cuts is “correct”, that is, corresponds to
the process tree from which the language was derived. We first formalise this
concept, after which we use it to prove uniqueness for so- and coo-stems.

Definition F.1 (partition correspondence, MΣ). Let M be a reduced process
tree without duplicate activities. Then, MΣpMq denotes the set of all partitions
S that correspond to M . That is, let S � tS1, . . . Snu be a partition of ΣpMq,
then S P MΣpMq if and only if there exists an M 1 such that M 1 reduces to M
using only the associativity rules (A�, AÑ, A^, A_, Aö b, Aö r); and for every
Si P S, there is a subtree M2 of M 1 such that Si � ΣpM2q.

Intuitively, a partition corresponds to a process tree if each sets of activities in
the partition can be mapped to a node in the process tree (up to the associativity
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rules). For instance, let M29 � �

d^

cba

. Then,

MΣpM29q � tttau, tbu, tcu, tduu, tta, bu, tcu, tduu, ttau, tb, cu, tduu,

tta, cu, tbu, tduu, tta, b, cu, tduu, tta, b, c, duuu

Each of these partitions corresponds to M29. For instance, consider the partition
tta, cu, tbu, tduu. Each of the sets in this partition can be mapped on a node
in the tree �

d^

b^

ca

, which reduces to M29 using the associativity rules. In this

mapping, tdu is mapped on the leaf d, tbu is mapped on the leaf b, and ta, cu
is mapped on the node ^

ca

. In contrast, the partition tta, bu, tc, duu does not

correspond to M29, as c and d cannot be mapped together without a and b.

F.1. SO-stems

In Lemma B.1, we showed that a tree with an �pτ,Ñp. . .qq structure has a partial
Ñ-cut. Now, we prove the opposite: there can only be a partial Ñ-cut if the tree
has such a structure.

Lemma F.1 (Partitions are mutually exclusive for so-stems). Let M � ÑpM1, . . .Mmq,
K � ÑpK1, . . .Knq be reduced trees of Ccoo such that their activity partition
is different, i.e. there is a w P r1 . . . ns such that ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq. Then,
αdfgpMq � αdfgpKq.

Proof. Towards contradiction, assume that αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq, and perform
case distinction.

In case no child Ki has the �pτ,Ñp. . .qq structure, αdfgpKq is a chain of
strongly connected or unconnected clusters, which correspond to ΣpKiq’s. Notice
that αdfg-edges can skip clusters, hence αdfgpKq contains a maximal Ñ cut. The
same holds for αdfgpMq, and this holds for all such ΣpKiq, so αdfgpMq � αdfgpKq.

In case at least one child Ki has a structure �pτ,ÑpKi1 , . . .Kikqq, the corres-
ponding cluster ΣpKiq is a chain itself. By Rule T�, at least one child of Ki (say
Kip) is a pivot (Definition 7.3). By Lemma B.1, pÑ,ΣpKi1q,ΣpKikqq is a partial
Ñ-cut. Due to Requirement s.5, for every pivot, there is one partial Ñ-cut. The
same holds for αdfgpMq, and this holds for all such ΣpKiq, so αdfgpMq � αdfgpKq.

Hence, αdfgpMq � αdfgpKq.
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F.2. Coo-stems

In Lemma B.2, we showed that a tree with a coo-stem has partial ^- and _-cuts.
In this section, we prove the opposite: there can only be a partial ^- and _-cuts
if the tree has such a corresponding coo-stem.

The main lemmas, F.5 and F.6, consider partitions in a repetitive way: start-
ing from a particular partition, a partial cut is considered, after which the sets of
activities of the partial are merged in the partition, and a new, smaller, partition
is obtained. For instance, the partition ttau, tbu, tcuu combined with the partial
^-cut p^, tau, tbuq becomes tta, bu, tcuu. This reasoning procedure traverses the
coo-stem of the process tree.

Invariant in the repetition is that every obtained partition corresponds to
the process tree (MΣ). To keep the invariant, we prove that for any parti-
tion in MΣ, partial ^- and _-cuts are always “correct” (lemmas F.2 and F.3).
Second, we prove that every obtained partition using such a partial cut is in MΣ

(Lemma F.4).
The repetition starts with the partition of the concurrent cut, which we form-

alise in Definition F.2. The repetition ends when the partial cut partitions the
entire alphabet, and a contradiction is derived.

Definition F.2 (activity sets of non-coo-subtrees). Let M be a reduced process
tree without duplicate activities. Then, ΣCpMq denotes the activity sets of the
non-coo-subtrees of M :

ΣCpaq � ttauu

ΣCp�pτ, . . .qq � ΣCp�p. . .qq

ΣCp�pM1, . . .Mmqq � tΣp`pM1, . . .Mmqqu with @iMi � τ

ΣCp`pM1, . . .Mmqq � tΣp`pM1, . . .Mmqqu with ` P tÑ,Ø,öu

ΣCp`pM1, . . .Mmqq �
¤

1¤i¤m

ΣCpMiq with ` P t_,^u

Notice that ΣCpMq corresponds to a concurrent cut of the directly follows
graph (Definition 5.2).

Lemma F.2 (partial_-cut corresponds to_). Let M P Ccoo be a reduced process
tree with a coo-stem, let M 1 � _pM 1

1, . . .M
1
mq, M

1 P coo-stempMq be a coo-stem
node, let M 1

i be a child of M 1, let S P MΣpMq a partition such that ΣpM 1
iq P S,

and let αcoopSq be a coo-graph. Take any A P S such that A � ΣpM 1
iq. Then,

p_,ΣpM 1
iq, Aq is a partial _-cut of αcoopSq if and only if D1¤j¤m A � ΣpM 1

jq.

The proof of this lemma considers both directions of the bi-implication separ-
ately. Towards contradiction, it is assumed that such an A exists, after which
semantics of sub-structures ofM are used to derive a contradiction. Appendix F.4
shows the detailed proof.

Lemma F.3 (partial^-cut corresponds to^). Let M P Ccoo be a reduced process
tree with a coo-stem, let M 1 � ^pM 1

1, . . .M
1
mq, M

1 P coo-stempMq be a coo-stem
node, let M 1

i be a child of M 1, let S P MΣpMq a partition such that ΣpM 1
iq P S,

and let αcoopLpMq, Sq be a coo-graph. Take any A P S such that A � ΣpM 1
iq.

Then, p^,ΣpM 1
iq, Aq or p^, A,ΣpM 1

iqq is a partial ^-cut of αcoopLpMq, Sq if and
only if D1¤j¤m A � ΣpM 1

jq.
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The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma F.2: the two directions
are proven separately and semantics of sub-structures of M are used to derive a
contradiction. For a detailed proof, see Appendix F.5.

Lemma F.4 (merge sigmaset preservation). Let M be a reduced process tree of
Ccoo with a coo-stem. Let S P MΣpMq and let C � p`, S1, . . . Snq be a partial
`-cut of αcoopLpMq, Sq. Let S1 � SztS1, . . . Snu Y tYiPr1...nsSiu be S collapsed

with respect to C. Then, S1 PMΣpMq.

Proof. As S P MΣpMq, there must be a tree M 1 to which S can be structurally
mapped (Definition F.1). By lemmas F.2 and F.3, for each Si there is a node
M 1
i in M 1 such that Si � ΣpM 1

iq. By the associativity rules, M 1 can be trans-
formed into M2 such that M2 contains a node `pM 1

1, . . .M
1
nq. Then, S1 can be

structurally mapped to M2. Hence, S1 PMΣpMq.

Lemma F.5 (Operators are mutually exclusive for coo-stems). Let M � ^pM1, . . .Mmq,
K � _pK1, . . .Knq be reduced trees of Ccoo. Then, αdfgpMq � αdfgpKq or
αcoopMq � αcoopKq.

Proof. Towards contradiction, assume that αdfgpMq � αdfgpKq and αcoopMq �
αcoopKq. Let S � ΣCpMq be a partition of ΣpMq. As αdfgpMq � αdfgpKq,
S P ΣCpKq. Then, S P MΣpMq and S P MΣpKq. (repeat from here) Take a
partial cut C in αcoopLpMq, Sq. As αcoopMq � αcoopKq, C is a partial cut in
αcoopLpKq, Sq as well. Update S by collapsing it using C. Then, by Lemma F.4,
still S PMΣpMq and S PMΣpKq. Repeat such that S � tΣpM1q, . . .ΣpMmqu. As
S P MΣpKq, @iPr1...ns ΣpKiq P S. By lemmas F.3 and F.2, there is a partial cut
p^,ΣpM1q, . . .ΣpMmqq and a partial cut p_,ΣpM1q, . . .ΣpMmqq, which cannot
happen by definitions 7.7 and 7.8. Hence, αdfgpMq � αdfgpKq or αcoopMq �
αcoopKq.

Lemma F.6 (Partitions are mutually exclusive for coo-stems). Let M � `pM1, . . .Mmq,
K � `pK1, . . .Knq be reduced trees of Ccoo such that their activity partition
is different, i.e. there is a w P r1 . . . ns such that ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq. Then,
αdfgpMq � αdfgpKq or αcoopMq � αcoopKq.

Proof. Towards contradiction, assume that there exists such a w. Similar to
the proof of Lemma F.5, obtain a partition S � tΣpM1q, . . .ΣpMmqu such that
S P MΣpMq and S P MΣpKq. By lemmas F.3 and F.2, there is a node Kx in
K that corresponds to ΣpMwq. As we assumed ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq, this cannot
happen, so αdfgpMq � αdfgpKq or αcoopMq � αcoopKq.

F.3. Uniqueness

Lemma F.7 (Operators are mutually exclusive for Ccoo). Take two reduced
process trees of Ccoo K � `pK1, . . .Knq and M � bpM1, . . .Mmq such that
` � b. Then αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq or αcoopKq � αcoopMq.

We prove this lemma by showing a difference in abstraction for each pair of
process tree operators. For a detailed proof, please refer to Appendix F.6.

Lemma F.8 (Partitions are mutually exclusive for Ccoo). Take two reduced
process trees of Ccoo K � `pK1 . . .Knq and M � `pM1 . . .Mmq such that their
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activity partition is different, i.e. there is a 1 ¤ w ¤ n such that ΣpKwq �
ΣpMwq. Then, αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq or αcoopKq � αcoopMq.

This lemma is proven by case distinction on the process tree operators, while
for each operator showing a difference in abstraction if the root partition differs.
For a detailed proof, see Appendix F.7.

Lemma F.9 (Directly follows graph and coo-relation uniqueness for Ccoo). For
trees of class Ccoo, the abstractions of normal forms of Section 4 are uniquely
defined: for any two reduced process trees K �M of Ccoo, it holds that αdfgpKq �
αdfgpMq or αcoopKq � αcoopMq.

The proof for this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.4, using lemmas F.7
and F.8.

F.4. Lemma F.2

Lemma: Let M P Ccoo be a reduced process tree with a coo-stem, let M 1 �
_pM 1

1, . . .M
1
mq, M

1 P coo-stempMq be a coo-stem node, let M 1
i be a child of M 1,

let S PMΣpMq a partition such that ΣpM 1
iq P S, and let αcoopSq be a coo-graph.

Take any A P S such that A � ΣpM 1
iq. Then, p_,ΣpM 1

iq, Aq is a partial _-cut of
αcoopSq if and only if D1¤j¤m A � ΣpM 1

jq.

Proof. Prove both directions separately:

ð Take such an M 1
j . By Lemma B.2, p_,ΣpM 1

iq, Aq is a partial _-cut of αcoopSq.

ñ Towards contradiction, assume that there exists a set of activities A such
that p_,ΣpM 1

iq, Aq is a partial _-cut of αcoopSq and @1¤j¤m A � ΣpM 1
jq. By

Definition F.1, A corresponds to a node in M . Let MA be this node. Perform
case distinction on whether the lowest common parent of MA and M 1 is either
M 1 itself or a parent of M 1:

– The lowest common parent is M 1. By the assumptions made, MA is not
a direct child of M 1, so there is a ^-node between M 1 and MA. Without
loss of generality, assume that this ^-node is a direct child of M 1. Then,
M contains the following structure, for a certain nodes X and Y (wiggled
edges denote possibly indirect children; MA may be equal to Y ): M 1 �
_

M 1
i^

Y

MA

X. . .

. . .

.

By semantics of _, execution of M 1
i does not imply execution of either X

or MA. If X is not optional, then execution of MA implies execution of X,
and therefore MA and M 1

i are not interchangeable (αcoopSq �|ù A_ ΣpM 1
iq).

If X is optional, then Y cannot be optional (reduction rule C_) and
execution of X implies execution of Y . That is, a coo-graph αcoopSq

1

that contains ΣpY q and ΣpXq would contain the traces xΣpXq,ΣpY qqy
and xΣpXq,ΣpM 1

iq,ΣpY qy but not xΣpXq,ΣpM 1
iqy. Therefore, αcoopSq

1 �|ù

ΣpY q_ ΣpM 1
iq. By definition of the occurrence function (“contains any

activity of”), αcoopSq �|ù A_ ΣpM 1
iq.
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– The lowest common parent is a parent of M 1. Then, M contains either of
the following structures, for certain nodes X and Y (wiggled edges denote
possibly indirect children; MA may be equivalent to Y ):

`

MA^

. . .X_

. . .M 1
i

. . .

M 1 �

or ^

_

. . .M 1
i

Y

MA. . .

. . . �M 1

.

In the first case, X and M 1 cannot be both optional (reduction rule C_).
Then, by semantics of ^, execution of X implies execution of M 1 (if M 1 is
not optional) and/or execution of M 1 implies execution of X (if X is not
optional). By the reduction rules, there must be an _-node or an �pτ, . . .q
construct between ` and M 1. Then, execution of neither M 1 nor X is
implied by execution of MA, so αcoopSq �|ù A_ ΣpM 1

iq.
In the second case, a similar argument holds for Y and M 1.

Then, by Definition 7.7, p_, A,ΣpM 1
iqq is not a partial _-cut of αcoopSq.

Hence, p_,ΣpM 1
iq, Aq is a partial _-cut of αcoopSq if and only if D1¤j¤m A �

ΣpM 1
jq.

F.5. Lemma F.3

Lemma: Let M P Ccoo be a reduced process tree with a coo-stem, let M 1 �
^pM 1

1, . . .M
1
mq, M

1 P coo-stempMq be a coo-stem node, let M 1
i be a child of

M 1, let S P MΣpMq a partition such that ΣpM 1
iq P S, and let αcoopLpMq, Sq

be a coo-graph. Take any A P S such that A � ΣpM 1
iq. Then, p^,ΣpM 1

iq, Aq
or p^, A,ΣpM 1

iqq is a partial ^-cut of αcoopLpMq, Sq if and only if D1¤j¤m A �
ΣpM 1

jq.

Proof. Prove both directions separately:

ð Take such an M 1
j . By Lemma B.2, p^,ΣpM 1

iq, Aq is a partial ^-cut of αcoopSq.

ñ Towards contradiction, assume that there exists a set of activities A such
that p^,ΣpM 1

iq, Aq is a partial ^-cut of αcoopSq and @1¤j¤m A � ΣpM 1
jq. By

Definition F.1, A corresponds to a node in M . Let MA be this node. Perform
case distinction on whether the lowest common parent of MA and M 1 is either
M 1 itself or a parent of M 1:

– The lowest common parent is M 1. By the assumptions made, MA is not a
direct child of M 1. Then, M contains either of the following structures, for
a certain node X (wiggled edges denote possibly indirect children):
M 1 � ^

M 1
i_

XMA. . .

. . .

or M 1 � ^

M 1
i�

_

XMA. . .

τ

. . .

or M 1 � ^

M 1
i�

^

XMA. . .

τ

. . .

.

In all cases, αcoopSq �|ù ΣpM 1
iqñA, so p^,ΣpM 1

iq, Aq is not a partial ^-cut
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of αcoopSq and the partial cut p^, A,ΣpM 1
iqq must adhere to the second

option of Definition 7.8.
In the first case, if M 1

i is not optional, then execution of X implies execution
of M 1

i . Then, for every Y P MΣpXq, αcoopSq |ù Y ñΣpM 1
iq, and at least

one such Y is in S, which violates Requirement c.3.4. If M 1
i is optional, then

αcoopSq �|ù AñΣpM 1
iq, which violates Requirement c.3.2. In the second and

third case, by reduction rule C_, M 1
i cannot be optional, and an argument

similar to the first case applies. Hence, p^, A,ΣpM 1
iqq is not a partial ^-cut

of αcoopSq.

– The lowest common parent is a parent of M 1. Then, M contains either
of the following structures, for certain nodes X1, X2, X4 (wiggled edges
denote possibly indirect children):

`

MA_

. . .^

. . .X1M 1
i

. . .

`

MA^

. . .�

^

. . .X2M 1
i

τ

. . .

_

MA^

. . .M 1
i

. . .

^

MA�

^

. . .X4M 1
i

τ

. . .

In all these cases, αcoopSq �|ù AñΣpM 1
iq, so p^, A,ΣpM 1

iqq is not a partial
^-cut of αcoopSq and the partial cut p^,ΣpM 1

iq, Aq must adhere to the
second option of Definition 7.8.

� In the first case, if αcoopSq |ù ΣpM 1
iqñA then for every Y P MΣpX1q

it holds that αcoopSq |ù Y ñA, and at least one such Y is in S, which
violates Requirement c.3.4.

� The second case is similar to the first.

� In the third case, αcoopSq �|ù ΣpM 1
iqñA, which violates Requirement c.3.2.

� In the fourth case, for every αcoopSq |ù Y P MΣpX4q, Y ñA, and one
such Y is in S, which violates Requirement c.3.4.

Then, neither p^, A,ΣpM 1
iqq nor p^,ΣpM 1

iq, Aq is a partial ^-cut of αcoopSq.

Hence, p^,ΣpM 1
iq, Aq or p^, A,ΣpM 1

iqq is a partial ^-cut of αcoopSq if and only
if D1¤j¤m A � ΣpM 1

jq.
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F.6. Lemma F.7

Lemma: Take two reduced process trees of Ccoo K � `pK1, . . .Knq and M �
bpM1, . . .Mmq such that ` � b. Then αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq or αcoopKq �
αcoopMq.

Proof. Towards contradiction, assume that αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq and αcoopKq �
αcoopMq. Perform case distinction on `:

` � � and one child Ki is a τ . As described before, the footprint of �pτ, . . .q
applies whenever the root is optional. Thus, we need to consider the case in
which M is optional, but does not have the �pτ, .q construct as root. Let
K � �pτ, p`1pK 1

1, . . .K
1
kqq (or K � �pK 1

1, . . . ,K
1
kq if ` � �) and perform

case distinction on b:

b � � By semantics of�, αdfgpMq consists of unconnected clusters. As αdfgpMq �
αdfgpKq, and by semantics of the operators, `1 � �. At least one child (say
Mj) is optional, but does not have the �pτ, .q construct as root. Let K 1

i be
the corresponding child in K. Then, LpK 1

iq Y tεu � Mj . Mj cannot be a
single activity (cannot be optional without the �pτ, .q construct), or � (by
Rule A�). For the other operators, see the other cases (termination of the
argument guaranteed as Ki and Mj are strictly smaller than M).

b � Ñ By semantics ofÑ, αdfgpMq consists of a chain of clusters. As αdfgpMq �
αdfgpKq, and by semantics of the operators, `1 � Ñ. By semantics of Ñ,
all children Mj are optional. By rule T�, at least one child (say Ki) is
not optional. Therefore, there is a non-empty trace in LpKq in which no
activity of ΣpKiq occurs. There is no such Mj , thus LpKq � LpMq.

b � ^ By semantics of ^, all children Mj must be optional. However, by
rule C_, this situation cannot occur.

b � _ By semantics of _, at least one child Mj is optional. Consider the
options for Mj exhaustively: �pτ, . . .q (would be reduced by Rule T_,�),
_p. . .q (would be reduced by Rule A_), ^p. . .q with all children optional
(would be reduced by Rule C_), a (cannot be optional without �pτ, .q
construct), or, hence, an optional non coo-subtree without �pτ, .q as root.
For the other operators, see the other cases (termination of the argument
guaranteed as Ki and Mj are strictly smaller than M).

b � Ø By semantics of the process tree operators, `1 � Ø. By reduction
rule T�, at least one child K 1

i is not optional. By Definition 7.9, all children
Mi must be optional.
Take a child K 1

j�i. Then, execution of some activity in K 1
j implies execution

of some activity in K 1
i, while there can be no child Mj�i with such a

dependency can exist in Mi, as Ø cannot be nested by Definition 7.9.
Hence, αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.

b � ö In this case, ö is optional and this is excluded by Requirement Ccoo.l.2.

Hence, αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.

` � � and no child is a τ . The graph αdfgpMq consists of several unconnected
components, while as b is either pÑ,^,_,Ø,öq, αdfgpMq is connected. Thus,
αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.

` � Ñ The graph αdfgpMq is a chain, while as b is either p�,^,_,Ø,öq,
αdfgpMq is either unconnected or strongly connected. Thus, αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq.
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` � ^ We consider the remaining cases of b:

b � _ By Lemma F.5, αdfgpMq � αdfgpKq or αcoopMq � αcoopKq.

b � Ø As shown in Section 7.1, optionality does not influence the footprint
of ^ or Ø. Therefore, Lemma 5.2 applies. Hence, αdfgpMq � αdfgpKq.

b � ö By Definition 7.9, children of ö are not allowed to be optional. There-
fore, Lemma 5.2 applies. Hence, αdfgpMq � αdfgpKq.

` � _ _ has the same directly follows footprint as ^. Therefore, the arguments
given at ` � ^,b � Ø and b � ö apply.

` � Ø We consider the remaining case of b, being b � ö.
By Definition 7.9, children of ö are not allowed to be optional. Therefore,
Lemma 5.2 applies. Hence, αdfgpMq � αdfgpKq.

We conclude that αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq or αcoopKq � αcoopMq.

F.7. Lemma F.8

Lemma: Take two reduced process trees of Ccoo K � `pK1 . . .Knq and M �
`pM1 . . .Mmq such that their activity partition is different, i.e. there is a 1 ¤ w ¤
n such that ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq. Then, αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq or αcoopKq � αcoopMq.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume a fixed order of subtrees for all op-
erators. Towards contradiction, assume that αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq and αcoopKq �
αcoopMq. Perform case distinction on ` (the case for K and M swapped is
symmetric).

` � � If a child Ki is τ , see the proof of Lemma F.7.
As K is reduced, αdfgpKq contains n unconnected clusters, corresponding to
ΣpKiq’s. These clusters themselves are connected (by Rule A� and semantics
of the other operators), hence αdfgpKq contains a maximal � cut. The same
holds for αdfgpMq, hence ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

` � Ñ By Lemma F.1, ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

` � ^ By Lemma F.6, ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

` � Ø Let Kw � bpKw1 . . .Kwpq. Perform case distinction on b:

b � � and a child Mi is τ . The Ø operator has a distinct directly follows
graph footprint, on which �pτ, .q has no influence. Therefore, refer to the
other cases as if b is the child of �pτ, .q, using the requirements of Ccoo.

b � � and no child Mi is τ . By semantics of �, no end activity of Kw1 has
a connection to any start activity of any other Kwj . Thus, as M contains
an interleaved activity partition, ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

b � Ñ Similar to the � case.

b � ^ and b � _. By Definition 7.9, at least one child of Kw has disjoint
start and end activities. Take such a child Kwy , and consider two activities:
a R StartpKwy

q and b P ΣpKwqzKwy
. By semantics of ^ and _, αdfgpb, aq.

Then, by Lemma 5.1, a P ΣpMwq and b P ΣpMwq. This holds for all b and
by symmetry for StartpKwy

q Y EndpKwy
q. By semantics of Ø, non-start

non-end activities only have connections with start/end activities of Kw.
Therefore, ΣpKwqz pStartpKwq Y EndpKwqq � ΣpMwq. Hence, ΣpKwq �
ΣpMwq.
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b � Ø Excluded by Definition 7.9.

b � ö By semantics of Ø, non-start non-end activities only have connec-
tions with start/end activities of Kw. Therefore, ΣpKwqzpStartpKwq Y
EndpKwqq � ΣpMwq. All activities P StartpKwq Y EndpKwq have con-
nections from/to EndpKw2

q Y StartpKw2
q, thus StartpKwq Y EndpKwq �

ΣpMwq. Hence, ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

By symmetry, ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

` � _ In K, ΣpKwq_ ΣpKv�wq. By Lemma F.2 and as αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq

and αcoopKq � αcoopMq, it holds that ΣpMwq_ ΣpMv�wq. Hence, ΣpKwq �
ΣpMwq.

` � ö By Definition 7.9, children ofö are not allowed to be optional. Therefore,
Lemma 5.3 applies.

By contradiction, we conclude that αdfgpKq � αdfgpMq or αcoopKq � αcoopMq.
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